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Commencement Issue. 
For Positions to Teach, APPLY TO • • • • 
TEACHERS' CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND, 
36 Bromfield  Street, BOSTON,   MASS. 
Bates Students have been very successful with us. F.   B.   SPAULDING, Manager. 
Rensselaer    \ 
^Polytechnic^ SHAW'S BUSINESS COLLEGE, Portland. 
Open the entire year. Is the only one in 
New England which has its Theory and Prac- 
tice in separate apartments, conducts a La- 
dies' Department, and refuses to accept pay- 
ment in advance.   Send for Catalogue. 
F. L. SHAW, Principal. 
m Institute, 
Troy, N.Y. 
Local examinations provided for. Send for a Catalogue. 
*< 
COLLEGE   GRADUATES 
Do you intend to make teaching your profession? 
IF SO, you NEED HELP either in securing a first position or in 
advancing to a better one. Then be sure and join the RIGHT agency, 
one which will take an immediate interest in you and go to work for 
you directly. REGISTER NOW. Do not wait, and the agency will 
not wait in giving you assistance.     The ...... 
Eastern ■• Teachers' • Agency 
Has a large and increasing business and is filling vacancies all over the 
country.    It is in need of COLLEGE  GRADUATES.    Call and talk 
over chances or write for information. ...... 
Form and circulars sent on request. 
EASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY,  - 50 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 
E.       JP.       T'OSTUH.,       Manager. 
WRIGHT   &   DITSON, 
HEADQUARTERS   FOR 
Base-Ball, Tennis, ^General Athletic Supplies. 
SEND    FOR    CATALOGUE. 
WRIGHT   &   DITSON, 344   Washington   St.,   BOSTON,   MASS. 
%f 
* 1'.     v»■ , -* 
 -r*v 
Hutchins, Scorer. Burrill, p. Cutts, Subst. Pulsifer, 3b and Capt.        Hamilton, Subst. Miller, Manager. 
Douglass, 2b. Berryman, p. Campbell, I, f. Gerrish, c. Field, r. f. Brackett, s. s. 
Wake-field, lb. Slattery, p. Files, c. f. 
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(3 editorial. 
:IIIEK there may be nothing 
absolutely new under the sun, 
the experiences of life are as new and 
intense to each one as they could have 
possibly been to Adam, when man and 
world were fresh from the hand of 
the Creator. There are occasions 
whose frequent occurrence render 
them so commonplace as to deprive 
them  of   special   significance   to   the 
multitude of on-lookers, but to him 
concerned they have lost nothing of 
their momentousness. 
As the time of college commence- 
ments again draws around, while many 
may ridicule its high-sounding oratory, 
and decry the conceit of out-going 
graduates, to us who are actually con- 
cerned, it is laden with most serious 
meaning, and brings with it a sadness 
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which the college man alone can under- 
stand. As we see the class of 'Ninety- 
Four leave the old halls for the last 
time, and go forth into the world 
whither we also must so soon follow, 
all petty strife and animosity vanish 
from our hearts and good-will alone 
remains. 
As the recollections of the three 
years spent with them rise before us, 
class emulation which once seemed to 
divide, the striving side by side with 
them upon the athletic field to main- 
tain the honor of our Alma Mater, 
friendships, all seem to biud us to 
them, and it is with a feeling almost 
of loneliness'that we extend the hand 
and bid them Godspeed; but the 
world calls them and their exceptional 
abilities will find ample field for work, 
if they but rightly interpret the 
summons. 
TIWHE day of the spinning-wheel is 
H past. The railway has superseded 
the stage-coach. The electric light sheds 
its radiance where years ago the candle 
faintly burned. 
The nineteenth century, with its in- 
ventions and discoveries, has been an 
age of progress. It is in this century, 
too, that the higher education of woman 
has begun. Colleges have been founded 
for her, colleges already established 
have opened their doors to her, and 
even the oldest and most conservative 
of universities, Yale and Harvard, 
have offered her opportunities of in- 
struction from their professors. 
Woman may now become a lawyer, 
a physician, or a minister. But she 
has not devoted all her energy to men- 
tal improvement. We see the young 
woman to-day who skillfully pulls an 
oar, who enjoys a game of tennis, and 
who takes long walks without becoming 
fatigued. She is a good horsewoman 
and an expert swimmer. It is a praise- 
worthy fact that this type of woman 
is now more admired than the pale, 
delicate maiden of yesterday who 
fainted on every possible occasion. 
The girl who engages in and derives 
pleasure from the out-door sports does 
not lose any of her womanliness and 
dignity. Consequently the world docs 
not frown on her liberty, but encourages 
and applauds. 
It was a surprise and a disappoint- 
ment to the young women at Bates, 
when, a few weeks ago, they were 
refused permission to have a tennis 
tournament with the young women at 
Colby. The only reason made public 
was that they would be brought into 
too great prominence. But it is quite 
generally known that Bates is co-edu- 
cational. 
If the young women who are study- 
ing at this institution play tennis well, 
is it a fact to be lamented? It does 
not seem that a young woman would 
look more out of place on a Waterville 
tennis-court than on the chapel stage 
delivering a declamation or a debate. 
PRIZE giving in schools and colleges 
is an incentive to induce students 
to make a harder struggle for first 
position. It is, in fact, a bounty 
placed upon honor. 
A prize, as such, makes competi- 
tion beneficial; for nothing develops a 
student more than to do his best; but 
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when the prize begets honor and dis- 
tinction, and honor ceases to win the 
prize, then competition is degrading 
and injurious. 
The awarding of a prize is the public 
announcement of first honor and so, 
many a time, honor is paid where honor 
is not due. In this case the man deserv- 
ing the honor is degraded and at court 
it would be held that he was injured. 
The only objection to prize giving is 
that sometimes the prize goes to one to 
whom it is not due. The mere fact 
that such a one should get the prize 
is not the objectional thing, but the 
injury done the one to whom the honor 
belongs is the thing to be considered. 
To the fair-minded student, it is not 
a matter of dollars and cents ; but it 
is the position free from ambitious 
motives that he values. He had rather 
have the candid opinion of a single 
critic who, at his leisure, had read the 
parts under question and had given 
them due deliberation, than to have the 
honor of receiving :i prize publicly 
awarded by a committee from the mere 
hearing of the parts read, fifty in suc- 
cession. Such a student would envy 
no one the prize, if the decision of a 
critic could be announced at the same 
time of the giving of the prize. 
The critic must be silent. The voice 
of the committee is decisive. There is 
no appeal, and it matters not whether 
honor is paid where honor is due. 
Prizes are good and in prize giving 
Bates is second to no Maine college. 
Hut whether the prize is given at Hates 
or elsewhere, there is no reason why 
the prize should not go where critics, 
after careful consideration, would give 
honor. Indeed the prize should be 
awarded by critics and each critic should 
act independently, without knowledge 
of whom he is criticising and one mem- 
ber of this committee should be the 
professor of English whose work it is 
to criticise. 
I VERY Commencement brings to Hates her sons and daughters from 
far and near. A very large per cent, 
of these are teachers. Each seems to 
be deeply interested in this college. 
Each recalls the four years spent within 
these walls with pleasure. Scattered 
throughout New England especially arc 
those who hold high positions in the 
educational field. Honorable are their 
records ; well may the college be proud 
of them and warmly clasp their hands 
at every reunion. These people are 
wielding a mighty intluence for good. 
Think of the hundreds of young men 
and young women who daily receive 
instruction at the hands of these zeal- 
ous Christian teachers. If the eleva- 
tion of mankind, a stronger assault 
upon the fortifications of ignorance and 
a quickening of the youthful mind be 
of any value, surely the Hates faculty 
have been richly rewarded for their 
years of patient, self-sacrificing labor 
aside from what their pupils have 
accomplished in other fields. It is but 
a slight twist required to bend the 
sprouting twig. How many young and 
middle-aged men and women have 
some member of the faculty to thank, 
to remember for a kindly word, a gen- 
erous act which gave to them a broader 
idea of life and a deeper consciousness 
of what life means. 
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JO feeling is more common than that 
JpL of impatience at the regular and 
uniform recurrence of one's daily work. 
To do almost the same tasks—and 
most of those commonplace—is likely 
to become irksome, and to give rise to 
depreciation of one's work. 
Bat there is another and a brighter 
side to the matter. The daily task is 
one of the greatest blessings of life. 
One of the advantages of its regular 
performance is that it gives zest to our 
recreations and diversions. It makes 
the holiday or vacation a real boon, and 
enables the worker to reap the best 
results from its enjoyment. 
But the moral value of the daily task 
is also clearly seen in its disciplinary 
effect upon character. 
A regular employment has a great 
steadying power; it trains and directs 
the energies, and develops the habit of 
application and persistence. 
A part of the discipline of student 
life is found in the daily recurrence <>!' 
a set task. 
Hut only those reap the truest benefits 
from the daily task who have learned 
to impose it upon themselves, or, at 
least, to comply cheerfully with its 
requirements. 
No doubt every man's daily work is 
a good thing for him, whether he sees 
it to be so or not; but if he has arrived 
at that view of his work which enables 
him to apply himself every day in the 
spirit of appreciation and freedom, if 
he is able clearly to see its value and 
use as a means of success, the work has 
certainly assumed a new importance for 
his life which it could not otherwise 
have had. 
THE presentboard of editors hasex- 
perienced much difficulty in obtain- 
ing matter suitable for publication, and 
we understand that our experience is 
the same as that of our predecessors. 
We do not have an assortment from 
which to choose, but are compelled to 
publish anything we can get. The 
result is that we seldom have a short 
story or anything written especially for 
the STUDENT. Our literary articles are 
often good in themselves, but are inva- 
riably written to read before a society 
or as an exercise in rhetoric, and thus 
come second-hand to the STUDENT. 
There being no competition for space 
there can be no improvement. There 
will be no competition so long as the 
editors are chosen as they are chosen 
at present. Each board should choose 
its successor and each member should 
be chosen on the ground of pure liter- 
ary merit, which is not always the case. 
Let the under-classmen compete for 
space in these columns and let the 
most successful competitors be the next 
editors. In this and in no other way 
will there always be plenty of material 
from which to select. In so doing the 
STUDENT must be improved and literary 
tastes will be cultivated instead of 
growing wild. We trust that those 
who are interested in having a good 
literary magazine to represent Bates 
in the college literature of America will 
think of this. 
J[S the listless summer days come, 
there seems to be the usual amount 
of water-throwing about Parker Hall, 
but the spirit shown seems to be 
entirely different from what it has been 
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in former years. There is something 
inexplicable about the fact that certain 
men in Parker Hall can not resist the 
temptation to throw water upon every 
unsuspecting person whom they see. 
This fact is all the more inexplicable 
and astonishing when it is found that 
those men belong in two classes so soon 
to be the first classes in the institution, 
that the victims of these insatiable 
water fiends are not students of the 
college but are members of the High 
and Latin Schools, alumni and visitors, 
banana men, peanut peddlers, and hand- 
organ grinders. It may be perfectly 
honorable and manly, it may be smart 
and "speedy," but it seems to be little 
appreciated by any one except by the 
perpetrators.    There  seems to be   no 
excuse for "ducking" friends of the 
college from either the Latin or High 
School, especially when they are around 
simply to show their enthusiasm and 
interest in the success of our ball nine. 
Again, it seems a strange way to wel- 
come our college visitors and alumni. 
Still stranger, however, seems the mean- 
ness of those persons who will entice a 
peddler in to the hall or under a window- 
by pretending to wish to make a pur- 
chase and who will then deliberately 
soak him and his goods with water. 
There is no harm in a little spirited 
throwing of water by lower classmen 
among themselves, but one naturally 
expects Sophomores and Juniors in the 
last term of the year to be a little 
above such low pranks. 
Liitorary- 
IVY POEM. 
BY NORA G. WRIGHT, '86. 
Deep shadowed by the dim, far-reaching woods 
There stands scrambling castle gray with age; 
The centuries, ever changing in their moods. 
Have left their marks upon the high walls' 
range. 
But over all the ruin wrought by time 
Spreads, fresh and green, a twining ivy vine. 
There's many a tale upon the walls of stone 
Of feudal days, with  Norman baron's power, 
When sounded forth full many a war-like tone 
From moat and draw-bridge, battlement and 
tower. 
And on the field of combat, far and wide, 
The dying friend and foe lay side by side. 
The ivy, in those days of fief and vassal, 
Was growing as a small and slender vine, 
Striving to climb the steep wall of the castle 
Higher and higher into the glad sunshine, 
Its shining leaves hiding the walls so bare 
And soft'ning their stern outlines everywhere. 
To-day we read, above some window's arch, 
A tale of pilgrims and the Holy Land, 
Whence the crusaders turned their homeward 
march ^ 
In many a broken troop and straggling band, 
In vain their sacred vows to rescue there 
The relics, still preserved with zealous care! 
Again we read, upon some tower bold, 
Of days of chivalry with brave deeds fraught, 
And many a marvellous tale is told 
Of knights who for the Holy Grail had sought, 
With earnest purpose high and spirit pure, 
To seek and search, to suffer and endure. 
Through changing centuries stands the castle 
gray, 
Through changing centuries spreads the ivy 
green, 
The tender stem creeps on its upward way 
Through many a dynasty of king and queen, 
Till time at length on its swift-moving wings 
Comes down the centuries to modern things. 
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Now towers and turrets stand as ruins old, 
From out the walls some stones have dropped 
away; 
Yet where they fall still mounts, from out the 
mould, 
The ancient ivy, on its olimbing way. 
Preserves their memory,-and with kindly care 
(■overs with leaves the places vacant there. 
We all have castles which in dreams we see, 
And which we fain would build, strong, high, 
and grand. 
Harmonious may these ideal structures he; 
Fitted,   through times' scarred years, serene 
to stand. 
Our castles differ in design and name, 
But the green ivy covers all the same. 
Some, perhaps, would rear a castle grand, 
Of choice material from the realm of mind 
Where intellectual towers and turrets stand, 
Discoveries and inventions of the kind 
That solve the problems of these later clays, 
And till a nation's heart with love and praise. 
But others still would rear their castles tall 
Of music, or of art, or culture high, 
In proud proportions raise the lofty wall, 
With classic columns toward the arching sky. 
-Esthetic beauties in these castles blend, 
And far and wide relining forces send. 
But over all the castles which we rear, 
Erected as the swift years hurrying rly, 
There twines an ivy vine whose roots are here, 
Whose' tendrils, while we live, can never die. 
An ivy vine of college memories wrought, 
Witlfhelpful influence for a life-time fraught. 
Through changing years we rear our castles 
tall, 
And some of them in symmetry  shall stand, 
While others, orUcabling, into ruins fall, 
Yet ever cherished by our little band, 
The loving memories of these college halls 
Shall twine, like ivy, over all the walls. 
IS ENTHUSIASM DYING OUT? 
IVY-DAY ORATION. 
BY B. L. PKTTIGRKW, '95. 
IF the all-merciful Father, struck with 
compassion at the misery of fallen 
man, had granted him an attendant 
spirit which should go with him to dis- 
pel the darkness surrounding his path, 
lighten his hurdens, whisper consolation 
in his hours of disaster and distress, and 
finally restore him to the full glory and 
splendor of his lost estate, we might 
conceive that spirit to have been enthu- 
siasm. It has been the inspiration of 
the poet, the heroism of the patriot, 
the zeal of the martyr. It has opened 
the door to all advancement, and led 
man upward to his present eminence. 
With it, are light, hope, life ; without it, 
darkness, despair, death. Yet, in the 
lives of all, there come moments when 
they question if this spirit has not 
found its task too great, if, in the course 
of so-called progress, influences have 
not been evolved which must neces- 
sarily overwhelm and destroy it, and 
leave the world in a darkness only more 
dense for the transient gleam of light. 
Hut are these gloomy forebodings the 
productof knowledge and reflection, or 
of narrow views and inborn conserva- 
tism ? 
Man is an idealist. Whether he 
carry a hod or sway a sceptre, his 
ideals are good and great and uoble, 
and wherever among human deeds is 
found aught of correspondence, absorb- 
ing much that repels and detracts and 
strengthening all that is admirable and 
noble, they leave an image partaking 
of their own purity and virtue. Thus it 
is that out of the dim recesses of by-gone 
ages, the good comes a living influence, 
heightened rather than diminished by 
time and distance, to cheer and inspire 
the hearts of men ; while the evil spends 
itself and becomes lost in the gloom. 
It is an idealized past with which we 
must ever deal. Not so the present. 
The physical present stands before us 
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in all its horrible deformity ; our vision 
does not penetrate to the soul beneath. 
We ever seek to compare the evil of our 
own age with the good of some other, 
and wonder at our disappointment. 
As if the good and the evil, though 
separated by an eternity of years, could 
ever bear comparison ! They are " the 
same yesterday, the same to-day, the 
same forever." 
Our natural tendency to magnify the 
virtues of the past, causes us to revere 
and cling to many of its mistaken ideas. 
We hear much of perpetual peace and 
the brotherhood of nations, but Mars 
has imposed his crushing weight upon 
the world too long to be overthrown in 
an instant. With the crossing of 
swords have been associated our most 
sacred recollections, and the glamour 
cast by them over the picture of war, it 
will take the rising sun of civilization 
long to dispel. 
He who is accustomed to observe 
enthusiasm only when it has burst forth 
into the fiercest flame of passion, will 
scarcely recognize it when it appears in 
its natural aspect. As vulgar minds 
observe nature only in her convulsions, 
so they mark enthusiasm only in its 
paroxysms. They can detect its work- 
ings better in the booming of the 
cannon, the rattle of musketry, the 
clashing of sabres, than in the blows of 
the hammer, the panting of the engine, 
the hum of busy industries. But does 
enthusiasm spring into existence at 
Sumter and vanish at Appomattox? 
A little more than a century ago, and 
the streets of Paris thunder with the 
tread of many feet. The very walls 
take   up  and   hurl   back   the   cry  of 
" Liberty and equality." The grim 
old Bastile is consumed in the (lame 
which it has so often smothered. Those 
who have toyed with the spark, per- 
ish in the conflagration. Enthusiasm 
enough now! Hut it is enthusiasm 
gone mad, and in this condition cannot 
endure. Waterloo sees the end of its 
delirium. For the many devotees of 
the military idol, as the white sails, 
bearing away the M Child of Destiny" 
to his lonely exile, fade into the western 
horizon, the enthusiasm of France has 
departed ; but viewed in the calm, pierc- 
ing light of dispassionate inquiry, it is 
but the restoration of enthusiasm from 
madness to sanity, the recovery by it of 
life and health and strength which have 
paid the enormous national debt, built 
the Suez Canal, and which are to-day 
demonstrating the practicability of a 
just and equitable government. 
There are those who gladly cast off 
their moorings to the past, who push 
out gaily into the on-rushing tide of 
progress, and even strain at the oar to 
anticipate the current, as they catch 
sight in the distance of green fields 
and luxuriant foliage ; but blinded with 
the beauties of the enchanting vision, 
they see not the dangers surrounding 
the shore, and their craft goes down on 
the hidden reef or the merciless rock. 
But, happily, the idealization of the past 
causes the majority of mankind to cling 
tenaciously to it. They are borne along 
upon the tide of progress, but they do 
not dash madly on, lured to destruction 
by the song of the first siren. Their 
hearts are with the past, and they sus- 
pect the present. Do fairy lands lie 
upon either side? they are suspicious 
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of them. Do the rocks gather about? 
they see them. Are the storm-clouds 
lowering upon the horizon? they are 
watchful. Is it strange that, as they 
look in upon these, the closing years 
of the nineteenth century,there should 
be awakened in their hearts, misgivings 
as to the present, apprehension as to the 
future? Little wonder that, as they 
behold the Crumbling walls of ancient 
thought and tradition, they ask if, after 
all, mankind is not to be crushed and 
entombed in the falling ruins ! As they 
view some mighty pile of brick and 
mortar under whose roof are gathered 
a thousand shops, formerly dotting the 
land, as they survey some gigantic 
monster which feeds upon masses of 
steel and iron, little wonder that they 
question if between those ponderous 
rollers something other than the visible 
substance has not passed, if between 
them has not been crushed something 
of man's individuality, enthusiasm, life ! 
That they compare with regret the 
operative, so puny by the giant at his 
side, a mere appendage, waiting for 
some mechanical invention to displace 
him, with his forefathers, whose work- 
shop was roofed over by the blue 
canopy of the heavens, and whose 
implements were their subjects rather 
than their masters ! 
But is enthusiasm a spirit which 
courts ignorance, but despises knowl- 
edge ; which nerves the arm of the 
slave, but forsakes the limb of the free- 
man ; which thrives upon sixteen hours 
of work a day, but pines upon ten ; 
which inspires a poor, starving, op- 
pressed peasant, because he lives in 
the heart of nature, but finds intolera- 
ble his free, well-fed descendant, be- 
cause he lives in a city made with 
hands? For him who can divest the 
past of its gay-colored garb of imagina- 
tion and behold its naked self, who can 
penetrate with his vision the ugly ex- 
terior of the present and look into its 
very soul, who can dispel false concep- 
tions of the spirit and recognize it in 
its true aspect, enthusiasm is triumph- 
ant. While it no longer proclaims itself 
in the roar of the cannon, it speaks in 
the voice of industry. Where it once 
destroyed, it now constructs. It arises 
from the fulness of the heart. It may 
err, it can never sin. Its presence 
gives to the good, life and invincibility ; 
its absence renders the evil, dead and 
impotent. It erects above the ruin of 
ancient thought and tradition a struct- 
ure, broader, grander, more beautiful, 
because designed after the model of 
nature, more stable, because built upon 
never-changing and everlasting truth. 
But, of the incompleteness of this 
work, the world about us is only too 
plain a proof. Do we sometimes feel 
that we have come into existence, merely 
to swell a hopeless jumble of humanity? 
That we are, by some mischance, upon 
a planet, crowded and clogged by an 
already too vast throng? That the race 
would receive more benefit from our 
deaths than our lives? Never, since its 
creation, has the world cried out from 
its very heart for workmen as to-day. 
Morality, liberty, society, all good, 
all progress, all civilization are in the 
balance, and call not for workmen 
whose vision is blinded by a cynicism 
that distorts eveiything to its own 
ugliness, whose   hearts   are   stagnant 
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pools of doubt and indecision, lighted 
by no gleam of the beautiful without; 
but workmen whose souls are radiant 
with the fair and the hopeful, whose 
bands pursue the vocations of their 
hearts, whose entire beings are infused 
and inspired with enthusiasm. 
CLASS ODE. 
BY W. S. C. RUSSELL, '95. 
We come from tive New England States, 
With flowers sweet, with garlands rare, 
To crown three years at dear old Bates, 
Three years to us so bright and fair. 
We stand to-day upon a height 
Where we can look for three years back; 
The view from here is very bright. 
Few fallen trees lie 'cross the track. 
The debt we owe to youth now claims 
One longing look upon the past, 
But hroader life and wiser aims 
Forbid the backward glance to cast. 
To coming years we turn our thought, 
And ponder youth's ambitions aim. 
We placed it lower than we ought, 
To-day we raise it from the plain. 
Our eyes were dim with mist in youth, 
Which hung the hills and valley o'er; 
Our three years' searching for the truth 
Have placed us where 'twill come no more. 
But just hefore us we discern 
The surging clouds of active life, 
Where each alone must error spurn— 
Where each must stand alone in strife. 
IVY   ODE. 
BY W. S. C. RUSSELL, '95. 
We meet, to-day, 
On life's rough way, 
To plant this ivy tender; 
And may it run 
For years to come, 
O'er walls we'll long remember. 
Around those walls, 
Within these halls, 
We daily have heen gaining 
In purpose pure, 
In wisdom sure, 
To grace the years remaining. 
And whether here, 
Or far, or near, 
Thy children may be roaming, 
Their hearts shall be 
As true to thee 
As dove its mate bemoaning, 
And all shall know 
How we'll bestow 
Our praises on Bates College, 
Where in our youth 
We learned the truth, 
That earnestness crowns knowledge. 
Then bless to-day 
Our work, we pray, 
And keep our ivy growing, 
In honor of 
The sincere love 
We're each to-day bestowing. 
THE NEED OF MORAL HEROISM 
TO-DAY. 
VALEDICTORY. 
BY J. C. WOODMAN, '94. 
IEROISM has existed in all ages. 
Celebrated by the wandering bards 
and narrated by the fathers of his- 
tory, it has excited the admiration and 
reverence of every generation. The 
heroism of the past has shown brightest 
on the field of battle, at the stake, and 
on the scaffold. Achilles and Hector 
will never cease to be named as exem- 
plars of heroic valor. Ca'sar, Pompey, 
Charlemagne, and Napoleon have made 
their centuries famous. From time 
immemorial men have staked their 
lives for their beliefs. Grand indeed 
are the pictures presented to us by 
Luther, Knox, Calvin, and the Cove- 
nanters, ready to die for their faith. 
Nor can we forget the Puritan Fathers 
who dared to face death while seeking 
freedom to worship God. 
Hut the heroism required for war and 
martyrdom is a thing of the past. The 
bugle   sounds the charge   no longer; 
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the battle flags are furled. Our land 
smiles beneath the benedictions of 
peace. Tyranny, political or religious, 
will never again terrify a single soul. 
The rule of the people is now the only 
recognized power. But this new rule, 
far from making heroism unnecessary, 
calls for heroism of a nobler kind. No 
longer does it require us to face the 
monarch or the pope but that many- 
headed monster, the people. Custom, 
popular ideals, public opinion, hold a 
most rigid sway over their myriads of 
slaves. Fashion's devotees must have 
all their acts accord with her behests. 
Dress, manners, expenditure,—all are 
ruled by this tyrant. Everywhere men 
are living beyond their means because 
they are afraid of the social ostracism 
consequent upon non-conformity to the 
standards of others. 
Again, men are slaves to their clubs, 
their class, their religion, or their party. 
Many a one is too cowardly to stand 
by his own convictions against that of 
his associates. In college, if you can- 
not conscientiously act or believe with 
your class; in religion, if you dissent 
from the accepted creed ; in politics, if 
you disagree with the party leaders,— 
the cry is, " The majority rule and 
you must submit." Here is the field 
of action for the hero of to-day. Though 
all forces operate to bind him to follow 
others, yet however great the cost, he 
must maintain his own individuality. 
Let custom, party, or class ties coerce 
him as they may, he must obey his own 
code of right, even if it compel him to 
stand alone against such tyrant dictates. 
On every hand we witness the growth 
of corporations, monopolies, and labor 
unions. Thus the assimilation of the 
individual to the mass is becoming 
more complete. To resist this tendency, 
to think for himself, to he himself, 
to-day, requires moral heroism, requires 
it of every man. 
And there is yet another form of 
servitude to resist, the degrading serv- 
itude of self-indulgence. The life of 
pleasure, love of gold, ease, and power 
have a terrible fascination. All sorts 
and places of amusement have their 
crowds of pleasure lovers. Liquor 
saloons and loathsome dens of vice are 
tilled with degraded slaves of self. 
Habits of wrong-doing hold countless 
victims under their yokes. Much easier 
is it to yield to foul appetites and base 
passions than to cling unswervingly to 
the right. Doubly true in our age is 
the old saying, "lie that ruleth his 
spirit is greater than he that taketh a 
city." Nor is he any common hero 
who, maintaining full possession of all 
his powers, gives obedience solely to the 
right required to-day. 
Yet this heroism seems at first sight 
dull and prosaic. Vanity here holds 
no place. The love of prominence that 
made heroes out of common men in 
the past plays no part in the heroism 
of to-day. The fascination of danger 
is absent. No one to-day imperils his 
head for his opinion. But if you call 
it heroic, for the sake of admiration 
and praise to give up life,—what is it, 
for the sake of right, to live one's life 
in the face of social scorn and hate ? 
Is not this the truest, the highest form 
of heroism? 
Its inspiration comes not from regard 
for others' thoughts, but entirely from 
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the heroic soul. To-day the hero's 
incentives are his own best impulses, 
prompting him to do right. Let this 
heroism of the soul become contagious 
and it would give the world an era of 
great men. Garrisons and Sumners, 
daring social exile for right principles, 
would win for their time eternal fame. 
Not only would the character of individ- 
uals be exalted, but society would gain 
both stability and moral elevation. A 
generation of sincere,truthful,independ- 
ent men—this would be the result of 
moral heroism. To take up the cross daily 
is just as hard now as it was eighteen 
hundred years ago. Hut in the example 
of our Saviour, enduring taunts and 
curses on the cross, we have an inspira- 
tion to moral heroism which eternity 
itself cannot exhaust. 
THE   MAJESTY   OF   THE   COMMON- 
PLACE. 
SALUTATORY. 
IIY E. P. PIERCE. 
MAN stood on the border of a 
wind-swept sea. He fore him and 
beyond the utmost limit of the eye 
stretched a mad waste of angry waters. 
The deafening boom of warring billows 
rolled to the sky in mighty cadences. 
And as the man beheld, his soul was 
filled with rapture. Never, he thought, 
had mortal eye looked upon aught so 
grand. But as he turned and went his 
way, he crushed beneath his foot a tiny 
shell. The shell was rude and unat- 
tractive. A thousand such littered the 
beach on every hand. Yes, it was ex- 
ceeding commonplace. So thought the 
man. He did not think that it was 
wrought by years of constant toil.    He 
did not think that it had long preserved 
a humble life. He did not think that 
it fulfilled its end most perfectly. He 
did not think that its creation was a 
miracle mysterious as that of any world. 
Ah no, these things he did not think. 
The picture of the deep he partly 
understood ; for it was large, and loud, 
and painted in bright colors. The 
picture of the shell be could not under- 
stand ; for it was small and humble, 
and it was painted in harmonious 
browns. 
And yet this man was but a type of 
the great genus, man. Foreveiwe are 
seeking the majestic, the sublime. 
Forever we are striving to accomplish 
something grand. The sameness of 
the world, humanity, its aspirations 
and attainments, bitterly we lament. 
"Alas," the crj', "all is so common- 
place." Hut is there in the common- 
place no majesty, no grandeur? O 
blinded mortal, all the earth is full 
of greatness. The tiniest bud unfold- 
ing to the genial sun, the lightest cloud 
that ever floated in a summer sky, are 
mighty with a power which no man 
understands. But though he compre- 
hend not, may he not feel the power? 
Must he to blunted intellect add blunted 
sensibilities? Surely he must be mad 
who dwarfs his nature thus. • 
There lived long centuries ago a 
grand old bard. He told the story of 
a mighty war; he sang the deeds of 
gods; he sang the deeds of godlike 
men. His hero was a Greek, bold, 
beautiful. And of that hero's wrath 
and prowess, his bloody conflicts and 
his bloody death, the poet tells the tale 
with burning words.    Ah, Homer, thou 
^ 
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wast great. Thy striving hosts and 
fierce, contending, vengeful men stir 
the heart's hlood like trumpet call. 
Humanity has felt the ardor of thy 
genius for thirty centuries. But there 
has lived another man of genius in our 
own time. He too has told of passion 
and of power, of conflicts and of sin 
and blood. But he has made his heroes 
of poor, common clay. He has held 
up for the inspection of a thoughtful 
world the picture of a man most ordi- 
nary ; a weak, unstable man, slave to 
a vicious appetite, who yet could meet 
the guillotine without a tremor to save 
a favored rival from that dreaded 
death. And still we depreciate the 
littleness of modern thought. Why, 
there is more of grandeur in a Sidney 
Carton or a little Nell than in the 
grandest hero Homer ever dreamed of. 
And so it is with men. The common, 
largest, noblest souls we often fail to 
see, because indeed they are so common. 
There was a Macedonian youth, son of 
a warlike kino;. In the due course of 
time the father's mantle fell upon him, 
and like the father, he began a life of 
conquest. Greece, Tyre, Egypt, Per- 
sia, and the vast East beyond, all 
yielded to his might. He was invinci- 
ble. At thirty-two he found himself 
the master of the world. Then, having 
conquered all the world, he sighed for 
other worlds to conquer. His pride 
became inordinate. At last he cried, 
''Behold a God!" He died. From 
that day unto this people have called 
that man "the great." Thirty-five 
years ago there was a traitor hung at 
Charleston. He was a rude, unlettered 
man, stern and inflexible of  purpose. 
Yet he was tender-hearted. He loved 
humanity; and he abhorred oppression 
with a divine abhorrence. At length 
a monstrous wrong aroused that soul 
to frenzy. Indignant pity overstepped 
discretion. He sought to free an in- 
jured people, and he failed. Well, 
men have called .John Brown a traitor 
and fanatic. Perhaps he was. But to 
my mind a grander, more Godlike 
spirit breathed in that humble man 
than ever ruled the breast of Alexan- 
der. And yet we blindly grope for 
the majestic. Nature and thoughts 
and men we search in vain. But while 
we seek to find, a thousand varied 
forms of grandeur pass without note 
our sightless eyes, because indeed they 
are so common. 0 blindness, foolish, 
willful, shameful blindness, that sees 
not in the commonplace the majesty 
which God has wrought. 
THE EXILE'S  FATE—A SECRET OF 
THE SEA. 
CLASS-DAY  POEM. 
BY J. W. LEATHERS, '!>4. 
When the sea {jives up its dead 
At the last grand trumpet note, 
Never story, fancy fed, 
That the pen of genius wrote, 
Can he found to equal those 
Hid thro' centuries of gloom, 
Which the waters will disclose 
When they open up their tomh. 
Secrets of the mighty deep 
In a ponderous hook are sealed, 
And the waters closed shall keep 
All its pages unrcvealed, 
Till the great Judge gives the word 
For the volume to he read. 
Listen now, for I have heard 
One sad story of the dead. 
How came I the tale to hear ? 
There another secret lies. 
Subtle the receptive ear 
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Strained to softest harmonies. 
Tinklings of the mystic bells 
To most ears are undefined ; 
But the magic music swells 
In the imaginative mind, 
Till the soul its song outpours 
And the unknown is revealed, 
'Tho'-upon mysterious shores 
Hidden still the book is sealed. 
Scion of a noble race, 
Horn of Denmark's proudest line, 
To the westward turned his face, 
Alfred, son of Ethelstein; 
Banished from his childhood's home 
By a father's stern decree, 
As an exile he must roam 
Homeless over land and soa. 
Crime of crimes! that he should dare 
Woo a maiden lowly horn. 
Tho' indeed she were so fair 
She might put a queen to scorn! 
0 the misery pride has made! 
Broken hearts and broken homes! 
Morning sunlight turned to shade 
Ere the time for shadows comes. 
But the star of hope is bright 
When the heart of youth is strong; 
Men will trust that somehow right 
In the end will conquer wrong. 
Alfred crossed the western sea, 
Sought the distant favored shore 
In the New World of the free, 
Fortune's smiles to court once more. 
But the way was hard and steep 
For one noble born to tread; 
Oft he had no place to sleep; 
Often knew the want of bread. 
Tlius the woary months passed by, 
Hoping still he struggled on, 
Till at last he thought to die. 
Sickness came and hope was gone. 
Gone?   Ah.no!   Hope seemest dead 
In the darkest hours of night; 
But the spark we thought had fled 
Soon may kindle into light. 
Thus a message o'er the sea 
Came to Alfred's dying ears: 
" Son, return again to me, 
Comfort my declining years. 
1 have wronged both you and one 
Whom I since have learned to know. 
Come and wed her now, my son, 
That on both I may hestow 
Blessings ere the lamp of life 
Flickers and goes out for me, 
As already for my wife, 
Thy fond mother, mourning thee." 
Hope, the almost broken threads 
Caught up with her magic hands, 
Binding round the tattered shreds 
With Love's cord of silken strands. 
Ah, the sirens' song, alas! 
Ever lures us on and on, 
We the golden gates ne'er pass; 
Ere we reach them, they are gone. 
But the reefs of death are there, 
And our little ship goes down 
'Mid the mockings of despair. 
In the cruel waves we drown. 
Neptune now, his trident waves 
Chuckling in demoniac glee, 
Counts another score of graves 
Underneath the sullen sea. 
O what solace can be found 
For the aged man who weeps, 
Sitting close beside the mound 
Where his wife in silence sleeps, 
And a maiden sad and grave 
Comes and sits beside him there. 
Common loss a kinship gave 
To the aged and the fair. 
Gently on his silvered brow 
Her fair hand in pity laid, 
Tells of wrongs, forgotten now, 
Pride its bitter debt has paid. 
And the sullen, angry sea, 
In its depths the secret keeps, 
Ne'er to them will be revealed 
How he died or where he sleeps. 
Till at last the future fails, 
And Eternity begun 
Shows that one great end prevails 
For which all is plauned and done. 
REVERENCE   FOR  THE   PAST. 
CLASS-DAY  OBATION. 
BY W. W. HARRIS, '94. 
INHERE is a tone in speaking of other 
ages aud of great men as unwise 
as it is self-complacent. To despise 
our ancestors by boasting of the fau- 
cied achievements of the unaided 
present, were  base  ingratitude. 
There are centuries which we call 
dark ; but the term most indifferently 
describes them ;   nay more, so far as 
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it concerns their spirit, their life (for 
they surely had life), their state of 
bodies and their state of souls, the 
term is absolutely worse than nothing. 
It not only gives us no true idea of 
the character of those ages but one 
positively false. 
We call them dark, as Coleridge 
suggests, because we are in the dark 
in our knowledge of them. It were 
better, however, to endeavor calmly 
and patiently to comprehend the min- 
gled good and evil of those days than 
to excuse our ignorance by bringing 
them under one opprobrious epithet. 
If we studied closely we might find 
in them germs of institutions which 
even in this nineteenth century have 
not attained their full growth. Doubt- 
less there were disturbances, con- 
fusion, a semi-chaos, while the old 
elements of civil and social life were 
dying out or transforming into the new 
ideas which form our present civiliza- 
tion ; but he studies history unwisely 
who separates the present from the 
past. 
There were creative centuries, when 
the earth was formless and void, when 
raging internal tires were upheaving 
vast ranges of mountains and wild 
currents were sweeping across the 
face of the earth ; but without them 
we might have had no majestic rivers, 
no broad and luxuriant savannas, no 
sunny hill-sides, no sweetly-scented val- 
leys, no heaven-reflecting lakes. With- 
out the darkness and shadow where 
were the beauty of light? 
We are prone to forget that as a 
part of our great birthright we inherit 
the wisdom of the ancients; and  that 
the ages are bound together by ties 
the holiest and most vital, so that one 
cannot attempt to sever the chain but 
the jar of the audacious blow will 
quiver along every separate fiber of 
existence. 
In those very ages which we so 
bravely despise lay the germs of how 
many grand reforms and discoveries? 
In those very ages were produced poems 
which no mean critics have compared 
with Homer. In those ages music 
and sacred hymns were produced, with 
which the hearts of the devout will be 
thrilled and inspired till the end of 
time. In those ages originated that 
singular, sublime religious architecture, 
misnamed Gothic, of which it is no 
extravagance to say that it ranks 
among the most marked and astonish- 
ing creations of human genius. All over 
Germany, and the north of France and 
the Low Countries, and in England, 
rose as if by magic those complicated 
structures, massive and graceful, their 
foundations as firm as the hills, their 
spires shooting heavenward, a deli- 
cate fairy-like framework of stone, the 
admiration of generation after gener- 
ation. And yet their builders are as 
little known as are the builders of the 
pyramids. 
In those ages occurred some of those 
all-embracing movements of the masses 
which seemed to break up society as 
an earthquake breaks up the strata of 
the earth, and which to some extent 
remain as problems even now; but 
certainly they present to us incontesti- 
ble proofs of the energy of the central 
forces which impelled them. 
Reverence for the past is a necessary 
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clement not of the peculiarly imagin- 
ative mind alone, but of every mind 
that would understand the present. 
It is needful for the harmonious 
culture on which the beauty of charac- 
ter depends. 
" The intelligible forms of ancient poets, 
The fair humanities of old religion, 
The power, the beauty and the majesty 
That had their haunts in dale or piney moun- 
tain, 
Or forest by low stream, or pebbly spring, 
Or chasm or wat'ry  depths :   all these have 
vanished." 
Antiquity has indeed passed away, 
but it is not wholly dead: beauty, 
truth, and knowledge can never wholly 
die. Let not, then, him be despised who 
turns with reverent eyes towards the 
past and holds with conservative grip 
the faith of his fathers. Between an 
irreverent and a superstitious mind it is 
hard to choose. The line that divides 
them is not very broad ; one is some- 
times the product of the other. Both lead 
to intellectual barrenness, to bigotry, 
to tyranny, to the inquisition or to the 
guillotine. Freedom from superstition 
is not always obedience to reason. 
The errors of the past should make 
us humble, not vain, since we are of 
the same nature with those whose mis- 
takes we plume ourselves on avoiding. 
The star-gazer when he falls into the 
ditch, will neither get out the easier 
nor be laughed at the less because he 
Hatters himself that he was avoiding 
the errors of those dull souls who, he 
fancies, never saw anything but the 
dust beneath their feet. Let him that 
is without a host of blunders cast 
reproach upon the grave of his father. 
Let us rather use  the  treasures of 
ancient wisdom than bury them for 
fear of hase metal some may fancy 
they contain. We will read the old 
books, we will wander among ancient 
ruins, we will meditate in the sombre 
cathedrals, we will rest in the dim 
cloisters ; not to dream away our lives 
there, not to congeal our minds under 
the immutable forms of antiquity; 
but that all of the past which is beauti- 
ful and good and true may clothe our 
spirits, that we may be able to wisely 
estimate the contests of our fathers— 
that we may not have to fight over 
again the battles which they fought 
with fearful cost—that we may enter 
the inheritance with a filial and grate- 
ful spirit into which they have left 
us, that the little present may not 
wholly engross our thoughts, and the 
dust and din of this workshop may 
not blind and deafen us to the sights 
and sounds of harmony which fill the 
universe. 
" Boom for the dead!    Your living hands may 
pile 
Treasures of art the stately tents within, 
Beauty may grace them with her richest smile, 
While genius here,spontaneous plaudits win; 
But yet, amid the tumult and the din 
Of gathering thousands, let me audience crave; 
Place claim I for the dead, 'twere mortal sin 
When  banners o'er our country's treasures 
wave, 
Unmarked to leave the wealth safe garnered 
in the grave. 
The lields may furnish forth their lowing kine, 
The forest spoils in rich abundance lie, 
The mellow fruitage on the clustered vine 
Mingle with Mowers of every varied dye; 
Swart artisans their rival skill may try; 
And while the rhetorician wins the ear, 
The pencil's graceful shadows charm the eye. 
But yet, do not withhold the grateful tear 
For those, and for their works, who are not 
here! 
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Not here ?   Oh yes, our hearts their presence 
feel, 
Viewless, not voiceless.    From  the deepest 
shells on memory's ocean 
Harmonious echoes steal, 
And names which in the days gone by were 
spells, 
Are blent with that soft music.  If there dwells 
The Spirit here our country's fame to spread, 
While every breast  with  joy and  triumph 
swells, 
And earth reverberates to our measured tread, 
Banner and wreath should own our roverence 
for the dead. 
Look up, their walls enclose us; look around; 
Who won the verdant meadows from the sea? 
Wbose sturdy hand the noble highways wound 
Through forests dense, o'er mountain, moor, 
and lea ? 
Tell me, whose works they be, 
The  busy marts where commerce ebbs and 
Hows? 
Who quelled the savage; who spared the tree 
That pleasant shelter o'er the pathway th rows ? 
Who made the land they loved to blossom as 
the rose'.' 
Who in frail barques the ocean's surge defied, 
And trained the race that live upon the wave ? 
What shore so distant, where they have not 
died ? 
In every sea they found a watery grave! 
Honor, forever, to the true and brave 
Who seaward led their sons, with spirits high, 
Bearing the red-cross flag their fathers gave. 
Long as the billows flout the arching sky, 
They'll bear it still, to venture or to die! 
The Roman gathered in a stately urn 
The dust he honored, while the sacred fire, 
Nourished by festal hands, was made to burn 
From age to age.   If fitly you'd aspire, 
Honor the dead; and let the sounding lyre 
Recount their memories in your festal hours, 
Gather their ashes higher, still higher! 
Nourish the patriot flame that history dowers, 
And o'er the old men's graves go strew your 
choicest flowers." 
BACCALAUREATE HYMN. 
BY J. W. LEATHERS, '94. 
AIR—Serenity. 
We may not know what future years 
For us shall have in store. 
Teach us, dear Lord, thro' smiles or tears 
To trust thy goodness more. 
One glorious harmony pervades 
The pictured walls of Time, 
Thro' all the mingled lights and shades 
One purpose shows sublime. 
May we that purpose keep in mind, 
Our wills with thine be one, 
Enough reward our souls shall find 
In bearing thy " Well done." 
Now, as we breathe our parting prayer, 
Give us of strength divine. 
The future years of toil and care, 
With all their fruits, are Thine. 
CLASS  ODE. 
WORDS BY J. W. LEATHERS, '!)4. 
Music BY F. L. CALLAHAN. 
Hail the beautiful morning! 
Breaks the light of day 
O'er Life's eastern hill-tops, 
Calling us away. 
Long we've been together 
Arming for the strife, 
Tender ties we sever 
In this morn of life. 
Bless us, dear Alma Muter, 
E'er we part from thee, 
Be our kindly guardian 
Over land and sea. 
Gently thou hast led us 
In the paths of light, 
Till the goal we sought for 
Now appears in sight. 
Forth at the call of duty 
Gladly now we go; 
B'or Life's final harvest 
Seeds have wo to sow. 
Father of mercies, follow 
To each chosen field, 
May our spring-time labors 
Golden fruitage yield. 
No men are allowed to train as can- 
didates for the University of Pennsyl- 
vania crew unless they weigh over 105 
pounds. 
On the petition of over 400 Harvard 
students, Jarvis field will be cut up 
into tennis courts. No more football 
games will be played there. 
■a 
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Po@ts7  Gornsr. 
[Contributions solicited for tills department.] 
TO   HOMER. 
"raaw   wo   ~»7r   xapizut   AICOAAOTCU   oua 
yii'mTaq nuds ffipwij i-zzrjrrcii-- aXXa ;i.a)' 
altti 
Z^'upir)   nveioutra rd fjiiv  (f'uti, <i)J.a 8k 
iLztTfizt, 
Charmed isle of SoberiaI    Almost could I 
pray 
To liave battled Fate on sea and savage shore 
With staunch Odysseus, were it mine in store 
To find (hat blest Plueacian land some day 
And quaint sea-folk,'mid fadeless beauty stray 
In that rare garden, count the marvels o'er 
Of good Alcinous' palace, meet, e'ermore 
To  haunt my dreams, Nausicaa's kind eyes 
gray. 
O wondrous Homer ! our Plueacian land 
Is in thy magic song; o'er barren seas 
Of our vexed life sometimes may wanderers 
steer 
To peaceful harbor by thy far, calm strand, 
Where free forever blows the western breeze, 
And fair fruits ripen ceaseless all the year. 
* —G. M. C.,'98. 
THE TWIN   FLOWER. 
I know a lovely spot in woodland lone, 
Where moss-grown logs are lying, 
And summer winds are sighing, 
Where cradle-knolls with vines are over- 
grown, 
And silver beams are rlick'ring 
On rocks with water trickling, 
Where Mowers shed their sweets to birds 
alone. 
'Midst vines and moss that form the carpet 
green, 
There blooms a dainty flower, 
A queen in Flora's bower. 
From slender stem in pairs witli humble 
mien 
It droops in garb the neatest, 
Witli perfume full the sweetest 
Of any flower of field or wood, I ween. 
—W. S. C. R., '95. 
THE PHILOSOPHY. 
BY F. L. PUGSLEY, '91. 
[Read before the Alumni, June 27th.] 
Out of the ceaseless, clattering din 
Of city streets, whose countless throng 
Frtmi early morn till late at night 
Push in bewildering haste along, 
• 
I steal away to rural scenes 
Upon Mount David's rugged side, 
Where all my thoughts 'mid songs of birds 
And rustling leaves the Muse may guide. 
Before my view the city lies; 
Its smoking chimneys, lofty spires, 
Tell of its industry and wealth, 
What man by hand and brain acquires. 
And so my thoughts are led to dwell 
On man and what he is to be; 
For man is still a mystery 
Whatever of his works we see. 
Hear then my thoughts, and be prepared 
To reason well on what you hear, 
For though I think on what I see 
Confess me neither saint nor seer. 
The prospect vast and grand which  here  is 
shown, 
Is all of this the work of man alone? 
A child indeed who might by chance survey 
Such scenes would meditate and answer, nay. 
And to the mind prepared for riper thought 
With force resistless one great truth is taught. 
It is that first of all the great First Cause 
Hath wrought according to his great first laws. 
The earth itself must be e'er man could be; 
But back of earth and all that man can see, 
Beyond the moon, the sun, the stars that shine, 
Must be the Uncreated, the Divine. 
And yet again, behold these rolling hills 
Whose beauty all the verdant landscape fills, 
So lately clothed in winter's dazzling sheen, 
Hut now re-clad in wondrous living green. 
Behold this vale between, witli fertile fields, 
Where in abundance every harvest yields, 
Through  which the Androscoggin   pours its 
tide 
Whose power hath built twin cities by its side. 
At nearer view behold this greenwood shade, 
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The ragged rock in living forms arrayed, 
With graceful ferns and wild flowers to adorn, 
That with their fragrance lill the breath of 
morn. 
And' hark!    from   yonder   thicket's   depth 
resound 
A   score   of   warbling   bird-notes—heavenly 
sound! 
Hear and behold and answer, if you will, 
From flower and rock, from river, field and 
hill, 
If finite reason here can fail to find 
Abundant proof of the Eternal Mind. 
But why thus far, since this is not the theme 
And utterly irrelevant may seem?— 
Be patient, and its fitness will be found 
When   we   have   well   surveyed   remaining 
ground. 
What, then, is man ?   Alas! I know not what. 
'Twere easier far to say what he is not.— 
Out of the mystery of ages gone, 
Into the mystery of endless dawn, 
This is the lot of man; he does not know 
Whence he hath come or whither he shall go. 
He but believes, while mysteries like a wall 
Surround his own, the greatest of them all. 
He lives his life, but knows not what it is; 
He simply knows that for a time 'tis his. 
And yet not his, 'tis simply his to use 
For his own good or ill as he may choose. 
Here  then does know/edy?. end:—Man knows 
his lot, 
And knows the end of living as he ought, 
And   knows  that  throughout   all    the   vast 
domain 
Of heaven and earth doth  law and wisdom 
reign. 
All else is but belief, and here we rest: 
Who best believes is he who reasons best. 
But this great truth, alas! how few receive, 
For  most   declare   they   know, when   they 
believe. 
Belief is first, as all their habits show; 
They first believe, and  therefore think they 
know. 
Believe, believe, man ever says believe, 
Falsehood for truth, if falsehood but deceive; 
And hence, by Bigotry ensnared and bound, 
He gives to Ignorance the vantage-ground; 
While Logic stands amazed, with bated breath, 
To see him fight for dogma to the death; 
For Logic knows that reason must abide, 
And be to man's belief his only guide. 
Let reason then, begin where knoicledge ends; 
Let man believe when reason comprehends; 
And wheu his reason can no further go 
Bo honest and confess ho does not know. 
For cursed is the man who, holding fast 
Some grim and senseless doctrine of the past, 
Condemns without restraint the better view 
Of him who solves a mystery anew, 
Or laughs with scornful laugh if it be found 
That reason answers not when fools propound. 
Who questions this need but the record scan 
Which gives in part the history of man, 
Where he himself has writ his own misdeeds, 
The blind result of ignorance and creeds. 
And why should history again repeat 
And Wisdom sit at Superstition's feet? 
It has repeated, as the record shows, 
And still repeats, as every thinker knows. 
Why not accept the past with due respect, 
And let experience guide us to select 
Out of the monstrous mass of creed and crime 
The simple truth, untarnished and sublime? 
And then, with faces to the future turned, 
Seek only what by reason may be learned, 
Contented with such laws and creeds to live 
As reason only has the right to give; 
For man is just so far above the brute 
As is his power to reason more acute. 
If this we do, at last may be revealed 
The depths of   knowledge   from   our   vision 
sealed, 
And walls of mystery may melt away 
As morning mists before the king of day. 
So man at last may know himself, and find 
That (iod hath reasoned through the human 
mind, 
That man is not this perishable clod, 
But is indeed the very son of God. 
And yet one step beyond he then may see, 
And find by reason what he is to be, 
That when from out this tenant house of clay 
His soul set free shall Godward speed its way, 
When Earth  shall  pass and  Heaven, like a 
scroll, 
Shall from remotest space together roll, 
When moon and sun and stars shall cease to 
shine 
Before the unveiled face of the Divine, 
Then man who has his highest gift obeyed 
May    know   himself   redeemed   and  perfect 
made; 
May with his spirit's eye, no longer dim, 
Behold his Father's face and be like Him. 
r 
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GOIISCJG  Dsws  arjdl  Intsrssts. 
LOCALS. 
Prof, and Mrs. A. W. Anthony have 
a son, Alfred Y., born June 1st. 
Prof. Chase gave a reception to the 
Juniors on the evening of  Ivy Day. 
Prof. Hartshorn took the Seniors on 
a geologizing ride one fine day early in 
June. 
Campbell, '95, has been to Pittsfield 
to give instruction in elocution to the 
Seniors of M. C. I. 
Prof. Howe entertained the Senior 
Class of the Divinity School Thursday 
evening, June 1 1th. 
ProfessorsStanton, Hartshorn, Chase 
and Hand  have tendered  receptions to 
the Senior Class. 
For the last weeks F. K. Robertson, 
A.M.. of Boston, has been teaching 
elocution in the Theological School. 
W. W. Harris and II. R. Purinton 
were recently ordained at the Bowdoin 
Conference of   Free   Baptists, held   at 
Gardiner. 
Professors Rand and Hayes have 
given receptions to the Sophomore 
Class, while Prof. Stanton gave them a 
ride to Sabatis. 
A much-needed improvement has been 
made on three of the tennis courts by 
setting back the netting and grading 
up so as to make the courts some 
twenty feet longer. 
The Divinity School is to have vis- 
itors appointed by the various state 
associations of Free Baptists to atteud 
the final examinations. 
The Senior Class of the Latin School 
recently presented, before the school, 
to Prof. Frisbee a very handsome reed 
rocker as a token of regard. 
Brown, 'i>5, who has been teaching 
in Kastport since January 1st, has 
returned to Lewiston. He has earned 
$325 and has an offer of $800 to stay 
in the same place next year. 
The Latin School Echo of recent 
issue is a very creditable number. It 
contains several articles from the 
alumni. The graduating class num- 
bers about 20, among whom are three 
young ladies. The Echo says the next 
Senior Class of the school will be much 
larger. 
On Friday evening, June loth, the 
graduating exercises of the Latin 
School, consisting of prize declama- 
tions, took place at Main Street Church. 
Cood music was furnished by the Col- 
lege Band and the selections were ren- 
dered unusually well. The committee 
of award, Rev. II. R. Rose, Miss 
Angell, and Mr. Pugsley, gave first 
prize to Mr. T. L. Bruce and second to 
Mr. A. T. Hinklev. 
In the interscholastic Field Day 
between the Latin School, Lewiston 
High and Edward Little High Schools 
to contest for a shield offered by the 
College Club, the points were divided 
as follows: L. S.,49; L H. S., 44; 
E. L. H. S., 3.3. As one of the Latin 
School men was entered under protest, 
the result is contested by the Lewiston 
High School, and the matter is to be 
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decided by   a committee from   the Col- 
lege Club. 
The College Hand, assisted by Miss 
Carrie M. Douglass, reader, gave a con- 
ceit at Mechanic Falls, June 7th. The 
programme was well rendered through- 
out, and enthusiastically received by 
a large and appreciative audience. 
The hand is in the best condition it 
has been since 1891, when, number- 
ing twenty-two pieces, it went on a 
week's tour. Last fall, when Dutton, 
ex-'(.)3, returned and assumed control, 
only seven members could be found. 
The organization, which now numbers 
twenty pieces, has been under the vig- 
orous drill of Mr. Dutton for the past 
year, and bids fair to regain its former 
excellence. 
The Ivy-Day exercises were held 
Tuesday afternoon, .June 19th. The 
programme : 
MUSIC— PR AY KR.—MUSIC. 
Oration—Is Enthusiasm Dying Out? 
Bertrand L. Pettigrew. 
MUSIC. 
Poem. Nora (J. Wright. 
MUSIC. 
PRESENTATIONS. 
SINGING CLASS  ODK. 
MUSIC. 
Planting Ivy.    Singing Ivy Ode. 
Odes by \V. S. C. Russell. 
Music by AVilson's Orchestra. 
THE PRESENTATIONS. 
Tourist—Spurs. Warren M. Dutton. 
Broker—Bank. Rufus R. Springer. 
Compound—Co H., (Ethylene). 
Ethel E. Williams. 
Representative—Certificate. 
Elwyn G. Campbell. 
Pedestrian—Cane. Helen M. Willard. 
Jack-of-all-Trades—Awl and Compass. 
Charles S. Webb. 
L. L. D.—Black Stone.        Mabel A. Steward. 
The Junior Exhibition took place 
Monday evening, June 25th, at the 
Main Street Church. The following is 
the programme : 
MUSIC.—PRAYER.—MUSIC. 
True Americanism. Nathan R. Smith. 
Accuracy an Index to Character. 
Dora E. Roberts. 
College Athletics a Factor in Education. 
William W. Bolster, Jr. 
MUSIC. 
Modern Idolatry. Emily B. Cornish. 
The Order of Merit. Alice W. Collins. 
New England in the Twentieth Century. 
Bertrand L. Pettigrew. 
MUSIC. 
The Religion of the Present. 
Mabel A. Steward. 
Where there's a Will there's a Way. 
Frank T. Wingate. 
Tyranny of Public Opinion. 
Rufus B". Springer. 
MUSIC. 
The Disenchantment of the World. 
Waterman S. C. Russell. 
The Philosophy of Crime. 
•Frances A. Wheeler. 
A Question of Expediency. 
Ethel K. Williams. 
MUSIC. 
* Kxcusecl. 
The programme of Class-Day exer- 
cises, Tuesday afternoon, June 26th : 
MUSIC.—PRAYER.—MUSIC. 
Oration—Reverence for the Past. 
W. W. Harris. 
Address to Undergraduates. 
Ethel I. Cummings. 
MUSIC. 
Poem. J. W. Leathers. 
History. L. J. Brackett. 
MUSIC. 
Address to Halls and Campus.     A. J. Marsh. 
MUSIC. 
Prophecy. D. F. Field. 
Patting Address—" Nothing Now is Left 
but a Majestic Memorj'." 
Cora B. Pennell. 
SINGING CLASS ODE. 
PIPE  OF  PEACE. 
MUSIC. 
(Music by Callahan's Orchestra.) 
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We give below the artists and pro- 
gramme of the Commencement Concert 
at Music Hall, Tuesday evening, June 
26th : 
ARTISTS. 
Miss Elizabeth Hanilin,      Dramatic Soprano. 
Mr. Felix Winternitz, Violin Virtuoso. 
Miss Daisy Carroll Hoyt, Reader. 
Beacon Male Quartette: 
George J. Parker, First Tenor. 
George W. Want, Second Tenor. 
A. 15. Hitchcock, Baritone. 
D. M. Babcock, Bass. 
Miss Fannie C. Berry, Accompanist. 
PROGRAMME. 
Quartette —Cheerful Wanderer.—Men- 
delssohn. Beacon Quartette. 
Violin—Pirata Fantasie.—Ernst. 
Mr. Winternitz. 
Songs—Ecstacy.—Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. 
I Love and the World is Mine.—Clay- 
ton Johns. Mr. Parker. 
Recital—Sunshine.—Sharp. Miss Hoyt. 
Soprano Aria, from the " Queen of 
Sheba."—-Gounod. Miss Hand in. 
Quartette—The Owl and the Pussy Cat.—In- 
graham. Beacon Quartette. 
Violin—a Romanza.—Winternitz. 
b Scherzo.—Winternitz. 
Winternitz. 
Song—The Young Mountaineer.—Randegger. 
Mr. Babcock. 
Recital—The Same Old Story.—Arr. for 
Miss Hoyt. Miss Hoyt. 
Duet—The Fishermen.—Gabussi. 
Mr. Want and Mr. Hitchcock. 
Soprano—In Seville's Groves.—Van Lennep. 
Miss Hamlin. 
Quartette—Italian Salad.—Genee. 
Beacon Quartette. 
Recital—The First Christmas Eve.—Lew 
Wallace. 
Miss Hoyt, assisted by Miss Hamlin. 
BASE-BALL. 
The following are the scores of the 
ball games since the last issue. 
At Brunswick, May 21st: 
SCORK BY  INNINGS. 
128456789 
Bates,      ...202   2   0200   0—8 
Bowdoin,    ..10400667   2—26 
At Lewiston, May 2Gth : 
1    2   8    4   5   6    7   8   «) 
Bates,      .   .    .23205100   0—13 
M. C. 1 0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0—2 
May 80th : 
12   3    4   5   0   7    8 9 
Bates,      .    .    .30002000 3— 8 
Tufts,      ...    0    3   0    1    2   0   5   0 x—11 
At Portland, June 2d: 
BATES. 
A.It. R. B.H. T.B. P.O.   A.    B. 
Wakefield,3b., ..0012100 
Douglass, 2b.,    ..521     1320 
Pulsifer, 3b 0     3     14     0    4     0 
Campbell, l.f., ..5222200 
Field, r.f.,     ...   4     1     1     1     0     0     0 
Gerrish, o 3     1     1     15     0     1 
Brackett, s.s.,    ..5211212 
Files, c.f 2     10     0    0     11 
Slattery, p 4      1113     7      0 
Totals,    .    .   40   13     9   13   20* 15     4 
BOWDOIN. 
A.B.  R.   B.II. T.B. P.O.   A.    E. 
Fairbanks, 3b.,  ..5011423 
Hull, l.f 4     0     0     0     10     0 
Williams, r.f., ..4100101 
Chapman, c.f., . . 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Plaisted, p.,   ...   B     2     1     1     0    2     0 
Sykes, 3b 2     2     1112     0 
Anderson, lb., . . 4 10 0 8 0 2 
Lelghton, 8.S.. ..3211111 
Haines, c 3     1     1     1   10     0     1 
Totals, . . 32 10 5 5 27 8 8 
*Leighton out for running out of line- 
Earned runs—Hates 2. Home run. Pulsifer. 
Two-base hit, Wakerield. Stolen bases— 
Wakettehl, Douglas 3, Pulsifer, Campbell, 
Brackett 2, Hull, Leighton, Haines. Passed 
ball—by Haines. Wild pitches—by Slattery 
2, by Plaisted 2. Base on balls—by Slattery 0, 
by Plaisted (i. Struck out—by Siattery 5, by 
Plaisted (>. Hit by pitched ball—Gerrish, 
Chapman. Double play—Slattery and Wake- 
field.    Umpire—Kelley. 
At Lewiston, June 5th : 
BATES. 
A.B.   R. B.II. T.II. P.O.   A.    E. 
Wakefield, lb., . . 5 1 1 1 1(5 0 2 
Douglass, 2b., ..5100171 
Pulsifer, 3b., ... 5 0 1 2 3 5 0 
Campbell, l.f., ..5000200 
Gerrish. c,    ...   5     0     1     1     7     0     0 
Field, r.f 5     12     2     10     0 
Brackett, s.s., ..4100230 
Berryman, p., .' . 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 
Slattery, c.f.—p., .4100010 
Files, c.f 2     0    0     0     0     0     0 
Totals,    .   .   43     5     5     0   32* 18     4 
•Winning run made with one man out. 
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MAINE STATE COLLEGE. 
Bass, p.,    .... (i 1 
Frost, lb  6 2 
Haynes, 2b  4 2 
Gilbert, c.f  5 0 
Farrell, 8b  :i 0 
DeHaseth,     ... 5 0 
Cowan, s.s  5 0 
Dalot, r.f.,     ... 5 0 
Durham,].*.,     ..51 
A.B.    K.   11.11. T.H. P.O.   A.    B. 
1       1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
9 
1 
10 
2 
1 
0 
Hi 
2 
0 
1 
8 
0 
1 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
33    9 
Bates, . 
M.8.O., 
Earned 
I'ulsifer. 
i    8   0 10 11 
)   0   0    0   0—5 
5   0   0    0   1—<> 
Two-base hit- 
Stolen bases— 
Totals,      .   . 44     (5     S   11 
SCORE  BY  INNINGS. 
1 2   3   4   5   (5   7  
2 0   0   3   0   0   0  
000200   3  
runs—M. S. C, 2. 
Homo run—Frost. 
Wakefleld 2, Field, Braokett, Slattery, Frost, 
Haynes 2, Farrell, DeHaseth. Sacrifice hits— 
Douglass, Pulsifer, Frost. Base on balls—by 
Berry man 3, Slattery 1, I'.ass 1. Struck out— 
by Berryman 2, Slattery 3, Bass 12. Double 
play—I'ulsifer and Wakelield. 
Umpire—Kelley. 
At Waterville, Jane 18th: 
Field, lh.—r.f., 
Douglass, 2b., 
Pnlsifer, 3b.—lb 
Campbell, l.f., 
Gerrish.c,    . 
Braokett, s.s., 
Berrymani r.f., 
Slattery, p.,   . 
Files, c.f.,     . 
Hamilton, 3b., 
Totals,   . 
Purinton, 3b., 
Hoxie, 2b., 
Coffin, c,  .    . 
Whitman, l.f., 
Totman, c.f., 
Patterson, p., 
Latlip, s.s.,    . 
Osborne, lb., . 
Osgood, r.f., . 
ISATES. 
A.H.  It.  B.II. T.B.  P.O.   A.    K. 
(i 
5 
a 
5 
5 
4 
3 
5 
4 
9 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
8 
4 
4 
3 
4 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0     0     1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
4 
3 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
9 
45    12    12    14   27    13   13 
COLBY. 
A.B.    R. B.II. T.B.   P.O.   A.    E. 
0 
2 
0 
0 0 
2 2 
3 3 
1 1 
1     2 
SCORE  BY   INNINGS. 
12345   0    789 
Bates 0   14   5   0   0   2   0   0-12 
Colby,      ...   2    1    1   0   3   0    0   0    1- 8 
Earned run—Colby. Two-base bits—Totman, 
Patterson. Three-base" hits—Hoxie, Slattery. 
Stolen bases—Douglass, Campbell, Slattery, 
Whitman, Totman. Sacrifice hits—I'ulsifer, 
Campbell, Braokett, Purinton. Passed balls— 
by (ierrish 1, by Coffin 3. Base on balls—by 
Slattery 2, by Patterson 2. Struck out—by 
Slattery 4, by Patterson 9.    Umpire—Kelley. 
The intercollegiate series left all 
three teams tied, and another series of 
three games was arranged. The fol- 
lowing game gave Colby the champion- 
ship, Colby having previously beaten 
M. S. C. 
At Waterville, June 20th : 
BATES. 
Field, r.f., 
Douglass, 2b., 
I'ulsifer, 3b., 
Burrill, lb.,   . 
Wakefield, c.f., 
Campbell, l.f., 
Gerrish, c,    . 
Brackett, s.s., 
A.11.     R. B.II. T.H. P.O.   A.    E 
9 4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
9 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
6 
4 
*> 
2 
3 
4 Slattery, p 3     0 
Totals,    .    .    30     0     2     2    24     (> 
COLBY. 
Hoxie, 2b  5 
Coffin, c  5 
Purrinton, s.s., .    . 5 
Totman, c.f., ... 5 
Patterson, p.,     .   . 5 
Latlip, l.f  2 
Whitman, lb.,   .    . 3 
Osborne, 3b.,     .   . 4 
Osgood, r.f.,   ... 4 
A.B.  R.  B.II. T.H. P.O.   A.    E. 
3 1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
J 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
8 
1 
3 
1 
4 
6 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
4 
0 
1 
1 
0 
Totals, 44     7     7   11   27    11   11 
Totals,    .   .   38     (i    9     9   27   12     2 
SCORE BY INNINGS. 
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 
Colby, . . . 00040200 x— (i 
Stolen bases —Campbell, Burrill, Hoxie. 
Sacrifice hit—Burrill. Struck out—by Slat- 
tery 3, by Patterson (>. Wild pitches—Slattery 
1. Bases on balls—by Slattery 3, by Patterson 2. 
Umpire—Kelley. 
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THE AVERAGES OF THE PLAYERS. 
Games Times Hits. Per played. at bat. cent. 
Field, .    . 
Pulsifer, . .    18    . .    71    . .    24    . .    .338 
Douglass, .    17   . .    70    . .    22    . .    .289 
Gerrish,  . .    18    . .   73   . .    20    . .    .274 
Burrill,    . .    10   . .   41    . .    11    . .    .208 
Berryman, .     0    . .    1!)    . .     5    . .   .263 
Wakeneld, .    10    . .   62   . .    10    . .    .268 
Campbell, .    17    . .   7:?   . .    15    . .   .205 
Slattery, . .    10    . .   SO   . .    12    . .   .202 
Brackett, .    18    . .   62   . .    11    . .   .177 
Cutts, .    . .     8    . .   2!»    . .     4    . .    .138 
Files, .   . .      7    . .    18    . .      1    . .    .055 
ANNUAL   FIELD   DAY. 
The Annual Field Day was held 
Monday, June 4th, and was won by 
'95. '94 scored 12 points; '95, 78 
points; '96, 27 points; '97, 12 points. 
Three records were, broken, as fol- 
lows : 
Running Broad Jump, won by Bol- 
ster, '95; record, 20 ft. 61 in. 
220 Yards Dash, won by Wakefield, 
'95 ; record, 24 sec. 
440 Yards Dash, won by F. H. Pur- 
inton, '96 : record, 58f sec. 
The following are the events and 
winners : 
Running Broad Jump—1st, Bolster, 
'95; 2d, Douglass,'96 ; 3d, Hayes,'95. 
Putting Shot—1st, Cutts, '96; 2d, 
Morrell, '95 ; 3d, Pulsifer, '95. 
Pole Vault—1st, Bolster, '95; 2d, 
Berryman, '96 ; 3d, Douglass, '96. 
Throwing Hammer — 1st, Morrell, 
'95 ; 2d, Small, '94 ;   3d, Pulsifer, '95. 
Running High Jump—1st, Bolster, 
'95 ; 2d, Woodman, '94 ; 3d, Hamilton, 
'95. 
100 Yards Dash—1st, Bolster, '95;. 
2d, Wakeneld, '95 ; 3d, Douglass, '96. 
440 Yards Dash—1st, F. H. Purin- 
ton, '96 ; 2d, Wingate, '95 ; 3d, Stan- 
ley, '97. 
220 Yards Dash—1st, Wakefield, 
'1)5; 2d, Douglass,'96; 3d, Hayes,'95. 
Half-Mile Run —1st, Stanley, '97; 
2d, Small, '94 ; 3d, Wingate, '95. 
220 Yards Hurdle—1st, Bolster, '95 ; 
2d, Hamilton, '95 ;  3d, Douglass, '96. 
Mile Run—1st, Wingate, '95; 2d, 
Small, '94 ; 3d, Wakefield, '95. 
120 Yards High Hurdle—1st, Bol- 
ster, '95 ; 2d, Hamilton, '95 ; 3d, Pul- 
sifer, '95. 
Bicycle Race—1st. Carr, '97; 2d, 
Norton, '96 ; 3d, Oilman, '97. 
THE    INTERCOLLEGIATE   TENNIS 
TOURNEY. 
^HK Intercollegiate Tennis Tourney 
J[ was of interest this year chiefly be- 
cause it demonstrated that Bowdoin's 
mortgage on all the honors is outlawed. 
While she carries off the two first cups 
this year—one to remain—it was her 
experience which did so quite as much 
as her skill. Hereafter she must step 
down to a level with the rest of the 
colleges in respect to experience. All 
indications point to the most hotly 
contested tourney next year that the 
Intercollegiate Association has yet 
seen, with any one of the colleges a pos- 
sible winner. Bates did not make a re- 
markable showing at Portland this 
spring. Juno's or some other angry 
deity's wrath, which pursued us so vin- 
dictively in base-ball, followed us also 
into tennis. Our first man in singles 
was in poor health and totally unfit for a 
tourney ; our second representative was 
laid up at the last moment and a sub- 
stitute had to be sent;   while our first 
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pair in doubles, owing to a slight mis- 
understanding, were ignominious!}- for- 
feited by the Bowdoio manager of the 
tourney whom they had drawn, and who 
persisted in his decision in spite of the 
sentiment that the match should be 
played, expressed by the representatives 
of the disinterested colleges. 
Hut putting aside all personal reflec- 
tions either upon fate or elsewhere, 
Bates did not deserve to win a cup at 
Portland. The interest manifested in 
the game the past spring was not of 
the kind that wins anything. Solid 
work and hard training and nothing 
else in the world will gain trophies for 
us next year. Either the reward is, or 
is not, worth our while. The following 
is the score of games : 
First round.—F. Dana, Bowdoin, vs. Hay- 
ward, M. S. C., (i-4, H-ti. Pettigrew, Hates, vs. 
Foss, Colby, 10-S, 6-2. P. Dana, Bowdoin, vs. 
• Hilton, Bates, 6-7, (5-1, 6-2.    Berry, Colby, vs. 
Gibbs, M. S. C, 10-8, 4-(>, 7-5. 
Second round.—F. Dana vs. P. Dana; Petti- 
grew vs. Berry, 4-6, 6-3, <>-•'!. 
Finals.—F. Dana vs. Pettigrew, 6-2,6-1,7-0. 
For second place.—Hay ward vs. P. Dana, 
f>-0, 7-5.    Hayward vs. Pettigrew, 5-7, (i-2, 7-5. 
DOUBLES. 
Dana and Pickard (Bowdoin), vs. Pettigrew 
and Stanley (Bates), default. Boothby and 
Hilton (Bates),Randlettand Smith (M.S. C), 
default. P. Dana and Fogg (Bowdoin) vs. 
Second Colby team, default. Hayward and 
Gibbs (M. S. C.) vs. Berry and Foss (Colby). 
Second Hound.—F. Dana and Pickard vs. 
P. Dana and Fogg. Hayward and Gibbs vs. 
Boothby and Hilton. 
Finals.—Dana and Pickard vs. Hayward 
and Gibbs. 
•Winners given first. 
The University of the City of New 
York has rejected the proposal of 
Columbia for consolidation. 
STATISTICS OF  THE GRADUATING 
CLASS. 
R. L. J. BBACKETT, the histo- 
rian, in reviewing the four years' 
work of the class, devotes his time 
largely to the pleasant social gatherings 
and the many interesting and amusing 
incidents with which the four years have 
been filled. Their eventful and haz- 
ardous career as Sophomores is graph- 
ically described. However, even more 
emphasis is laid upon the mental awak- 
ening which the class has enjoyed dur- 
ing the last two years. 'Ninety-four 
boasts of no remarkable geniuses (as 
far as developed), but prides itself in 
its general integrity and ability and in 
the unusually high average of scholar- 
ship which it has maintained. In ath- 
letics they have made no special effort 
as a class, but have contributed a good 
share of material to the college teams. 
Deep regret is expressed at the loss of 
so many former members. Throughout 
the history, the dignity and importance 
of the class is sustained, but the his- 
torian refrains from any unnecessary 
harshness toward the other classes. 
The following statistics may be of 
interest: 
Brackett, Calvin Cressey, Lebanon: Fitted 
at Nichols Latin School; age, 23; height, 5 
ft.    (i   in.;     weight,     150;     favorite     study, 
Sciences;   favorite   author,   Poe;    religions 
preference, undenominational; politics, Pro- 
hibitionist; intended occupation, physician. 
Brackett, Ledru Joshua, Harper's Ferry, 
W. Va.: Fitted at Nichols Latin School; 
age, 21; height, 5 ft. 104 *"•; weight, 125; 
favorite study, English Literature; favorite 
author, Hawthorne; religious preference, 
Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended 
occupation, journalism. 
Cook, Howard Matthews, Newport: Fit- 
ting School, Hebron Academy; age, 29; 
height, (J   ft.   1   in.;    weight,   150;   favorite 
-, 
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Pierce, Edwin Francis, Lewiston: Fitting 
school, Lewiston High School; age, 22; height, 
5 ft. 8 in.; weight, 180; favorite study, Latin; 
favorite author, Oliver Wendell Holmes; 
religious preference, Free Baptist; polities, 
Republican; intended occupation, teaching; 
earnings, $500. 
Small, Alberto William, Lynn, Mass.: Fit- 
ting school, Nichols Latin School; age, 2(i; 
height,5ft. 10^in.: weight, 175; favorite study, 
Physics; favorite author. Scott; religions 
preference, Congregationalist; politics, Re- 
publican; intended occupation, physician. 
Thompson, Frank Clifford, Lewiston: Fit- 
ting school, Lewiston High School; age, 22; 
height, 5 ft. 10 in.; religious preference, Con- 
gregationalist; politics, Republican; intended 
occupation, law; earnings, $600. 
Woodman, Julian Cashing, Melrose, Mass.: 
Fitting schools, Melrose High and Nichols 
Latin School; age, 21; height, 5 ft. 10£ in.; 
weight, 140; favorite study, Mathematics; 
favorite author, George Mac Donald; religious 
preference, Congregationalist: politics, Repub- 
lican; expenses, 91,800; earnings, §512. 
'HE Observer told us the other day 
that he had always supposed the 
quarter-of-eight hell rang for morning 
recitation, and had been well pleased to 
notice the surprisingly large number of 
students who flocked to Ilathorn Hall, 
there to imbibe knowledge. Lately, 
however, he thinks that this must be 
the breakfast-bell, as he sees the in- 
mates of Parker Hall and neighboring 
dwellings one by one answering its 
summons by going down across the 
campus to their respective boarding- 
houses. 
***** 
On Ivy Day, the Observer was greatly 
taken with the caps and gowns cf the 
Juniors. 
When Class Day came and he saw 
the Seniors clad after the same fashion, 
he eagerly made inquiries to ascertain 
if that was to be the customary garb of 
the collegians. Learning it was not to 
be, he expressed the desire that he 
might see the Seniors, during the next 
spring term, wear caps and gowns 
about the college grounds. 
***** 
The Observer has had his station 
upon Mount David but a short time. 
He had DO knowledge, being a stranger 
to college life, of the many funeral 
pyres erected there from which year 
after year the form of Anna has winged 
its upward way in smoke in the small 
hours of the night preceding Ivy Day. 
He knew naught of the yearly return of 
the shades of the departed to this con- 
secrated ledge to welcome to their band 
with solemn ceremonies one more sister 
who had finished her work upon this 
conic section. 
#    *    *    *    * 
Last year the silent, ghostly band 
gathered at the appointed hour for the 
receiving of a new companion. Alas, 
by some unknown (?) chain of circum- 
stances the sister did not appear. 
Probably because the placid waters of 
Lake Auburn opened to swallow up her 
earthly remains. 
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This year at midnight, the Observer, With uo considerations for the feel- 
all unconscious that he was treading on ings of the persecuted shades, the evil 
hallowed ground, took his station upon spirit indignantly kicked the blazing 
the mountain to obtain the weather barrel far out over the cliff. The 
forecast for the Lewislon Sim. The Observer has no hard feelings against 
sight he was fated to behold was awful any human being and he certainly holds 
enough to unsteady nerves of steel. A in profound respect the shades of the 
band of shades gathered on the mount, departed. He can not understand why 
and not finding there at the expected this evil spirit holds such malice in his 
time a sister from 'i>G, they named the heart as to go out of his way to perse- 
" ineffable name." Straightway at their cute this harmless band, especially when 
summons three forms emerged from busy with their sacred rites. 
Parker Hall laden with a barrel of shav- ***** 
ings saturated with kerosene to kindle The Observer, possessing, as he does, 
a fire for the sisters, that they might a full view of the courts, lias come to 
commemorate with honors that sacred be quite a tennis enthusiast. It is sel- 
midni'dit hour. Like Vergil's shades dom that the courts are vacant and, 
P this band are compelled to wander upon the other day, when such was the case, 
this side of Styx for a term of years he was quite alarmed for fear that the 
and are grievously troubled. To his tennis interest in the college was dying 
amazement the Observer, from his re- out; but, upon second glance, he saw 
treat behind a pine, saw an evil spirit that the cause of the desertion was 
which had been playing hide-and-seek merely the erection of a back-net by a 
with three boys among the trees upon few workmen, and was much pleased 
the campus hasten to the summit bent to see the courts immediately tilled as 
on mischief. soon ll8 tne wo,'fc was performed. 
/UuiTini  DspartrriGnt. 
COLLEGE  SONGS. depressed, music brings hope and rest. 
IN the March  issue of   the STUDENT, I believe this    is  true in   life.    It is 
your exchange editor makes a plea especially true in college life.    It is a 
for better work in the   lt Poets' Cor- recreation which   neither  the  gynma- 
ner,"  with special reference to sonuet sium nor the ball-field can offer.    Nor 
writing.      May   I also make   a   plea can the reading of books produce that 
through your columns for college songs restfulness which  comes   with music, 
—some that shall be distinctly, Bates. If, then, I am right in my conclusions 
I know of   nothing   so   helpful, so that music plays  so important a part 
restful, withal, as music.    If one is in in life, I believe  we should encourage 
a joyous frame of mind, music intensi- its practice and enjoy its results, 
fies his happiness.    If one is sad   and There has always been a lamentable 
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lack of interest at Bates in college 
song, at least, since I have been con- 
nected with the college. I say a lack 
of interest; for it is hardly SUpposable 
that out of, say one hundred and fifty 
students, a chorus of twenty voices 
could not he found, which, with a little 
practice, would acceptably render the 
college songs of to-day ; and glees and 
part-songs, also. 
We have our hand, have had it for 
years.    It has made an enviable repu- 
tation for  itself,   and   we   are  justly 
proud of it.    I believe that there are 
always enough voices in college to form 
a glee club, one that alumni and under- 
graduates alike would be proud of, if 
discretion be used in selecting its mem- 
bers, and society differences be thrown 
aside.     How  much pleasure  the club, 
itself, would derive from regular prac- 
tice in singing   together!     How much 
pleasure would   be given to the other 
students in college;   to those living in 
the vicinity of the campus, if the club 
would   occasionally   get  out   on   the 
chapel steps of an evening, and sing 
college songs !    Have a concert on the 
campus after Ivy Day exercises, and 
another one during the promenade con- 
cert in the evening of Commencement 
Day.     I know of   nothing that would 
give so much pleasure  to alumni next 
to   heing   back   to Alma Mater,   and 
meeting classmates. 
Given a glee club, what shall it 
sing? Not its own college songs, for 
there are none, so to speak. It must 
content itself with learning the songs 
of other colleges, which lack the inter- 
est and sympathy inspired by anything 
relating to Alma Mater.    Can we not, 
then, have some songs of our own? In 
the article ahove referred to, the editor 
says it is not from lack of ability in its 
contributors that the " Poets' Corner" 
is not up to the standard of college 
magazines. Neither is it from lack of 
ability in the alumni and under-gradu- 
ates that we have no college son«s. 
I have seen but four published songs 
of Bates. And 1 venture to say that 
the majority of us know of but one. 
And what is still worse, but few when 
I was in college knew the words to that 
one. It is like singing "America." 
How many of us can repeat correctly the 
words of the four stanzas of this well- 
kno\vn(?) hymn? Of these four songs, 
the music to three of them is original; 
while the fourth, the most familiar one 
of Hates, is an adaptation of "Hurrah, 
for Old New England." 
Now if we have the words, I believe 
we can have some original settings, 
also. Besides, there is a large supply 
of music from which we can draw, if 
we have to adapt a tune to fit the 
words. And if our first efforts seem 
crude and unsatisfactory, that, in 
itself, together with the fact that we 
are trying to represent in song and 
story our own loved college, should be 
an incentive to better effort, and con- 
sequently, better work. 
That we have no college songs is a 
fact, and the only assignable reason I 
can think of is, that the students' 
attention has not been directed to this 
field of song writing. I think I have 
shown that there is a large field for 
this kind of college verse. I trust that 
those who can write, will get out their 
ploughs and   cultivate   this   field, and 
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that we may  reap a goodly harvest of 
Hates songs. 
Oli .student songs! no mimic arts 
Your Inborn charm can gain; 
Ye cheer our thirsty, dusty hearts, 
Like chiming drops of rain. 
—./. N. Em, Brown, '83. 
V. s. PIERCE, "JO. 
NATURE'S VOICES. 
iHAT   can   be   more   grateful  to 
one's ear, after months of winter 
weather, than  to be  awakened by the 
soft twitterings of the bluebird. 
" For when I hear thy song, I know 
That soon the robin, too, will sing, 
And all the leafy woods will ring 
With spring-time's well-remembered song; 
That (lowers will wake from slumber long 
And raise their fragrant offering." 
The   voice of   the   turtle-dove   may 
not be heard in the land, but from the 
neighboring   oak   tree,   these   spring 
days, comes the clear, shrill quaver of 
the flicker ;   and for us that is just as 
good ; for 
" We lack but open eye and ear 
To find the Orient's marvels here." 
One need not be much of a poet nor 
even a sentimentalist in order to love 
the birds. It is natural to take interest 
in animals ; and the birds, on account 
of their grace, melodiousness, and 
beauty, appeal to us more than does 
any other class of the animal kingdom. 
But with how many these voices sound 
on deaf ears. Thoreau says : " You 
can sleep near the railroad and never 
be disturbed. Nature knows very well 
what sounds are worth attending to 
and has made up her mind not to hear 
the railroad whistle." But I fear that 
many people are unlike Thoreau, and 
prick up their ears at the sound of the 
steam whistle and never hear the 
thrush nor the bobolink. 
But the singing of the birds forms 
but a small part of Nature's voices. 
There are the hum of bees, the chirp 
of cricket, the shrill cry of the cicada, 
the chatter of the squirrel, the thou- 
sand voices of animate nature ; voices 
of the fresh morning, of the hot noon, 
of the evening twilight. To these we 
must add also the voices of inanimate 
nature, the winds that whistle through 
the tree tops in clear and stirring notes 
like a bugle's blast, or anon soothe 
with soft lullabys, now moaning and 
shrieking through the gorges of the hills 
or over the wide prairies ; now whis- 
pering tender fancies in the tremble 
of the poplar leaf or the rustle of 
the maple. .There are the brooks and 
rills that sing on their way to river or 
sea, babbling over the rocks, purling 
through the meadows; the mellow 
voice of distant thunder and the appall- 
ing crash of the levin bolt that strikes 
the neighboring tree ; the ripple wash 
of the water on the lake shore, and the 
thunder of the ocean surge in its rocky 
caverns or against the jutting head- 
land. 
Nature   has   also   her   inarticulate 
voices, heard   only  by the inner ear. 
The very beauty with which she clothes 
every landscape speaks  to   us.     The 
flower that opens to us its crystal cup, 
the gentle swell  of  upland  pastures, 
the shaggy forests, the proud hills, the 
mighty mountains, all speak a language 
more full of meaning than words. 
" Two voices are there—one is of the sea, 
One of the mountains, each a mighty voice," 
sings Wordsworth ; and the most pro- 
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saic soul stands awed in their presence 
and feels the spell of their power and 
sublirpity. So the full moon of a sum- 
mer's evening, the radiant sunshine of 
the clear day, the stars in their inac- 
cessible heights, all have their lan- 
guage. Job speaks of the time " when 
the morning stars sang together," and 
the Psalmist cries, "Day unto day 
uttereth speech." Now call up some 
time when you have listened to these 
voices; some night, perhaps, when 
you wandered forth under the quiet 
stars, and they seemed to have a voice 
which fitted the questionings of your 
troubled spirit and whispered peace. 
Have you not stood upon the swelling 
of the hill-top, and as the eye rested 
on farm, river, and forest beneath, 
have you not heard the voice of beauty 
causing an unspeakable exhilaration? 
Wandering into some forest whose 
darkness was shot through here and 
there by the yellow arrows of the sun, 
have you not heard the voices of 
dryads and sylvan sprites wooing you 
to come and live with them ? Who 
does not recall the charm of some 
evening in the country, when all the 
country-side was resonant with peace- 
ful sounds? Here is the scene as 
Whittier describes it: 
" With home-life sounds the desert air was 
stirred: 
The hleat of sheep along the hill we heard, 
The bucket plashing in the cool, sweet well, 
The pasture-hars that clattered as they fell; 
Dogs barked, fowls fluttered, cattle lowed; 
the gate 
Of the barn-yard creaked beneath the merry 
weight 
Of sun-brown children, listening while they 
swung 
The welcome sound of supper-call to hear: 
And down the shadowy lane, in tinklings 
clear, 
The pastoral curfew of the cow-hell rang." 
These are some of the voices with 
which Nature is speaking to us, and 
blessed is he that hath ears to hear. 
The poet alone hears all her voices and 
catches their full meaning; and to 
rightly interpret nature one needs the 
poetic instinct; but we all have this in 
some degree, even those of us who 
affect to despise poetry. Says Hamil- 
ton Mabie : " While the days come to 
us in such radiancy of dawn and depart 
from us in such splendor of eve ; while 
flowers bloom, and birds sing, and 
winds sport with the clouds; while 
mountains hold their sublime silence 
against the horizon, and the sea sings 
its endless monotone, we shall be 
poets in spite of ourselves and whether 
we know it or not." 
But we need the right spirit aud 
must be in the fitting mood to interpret 
Nature's voices aright. The outer ear 
may hear the sound of the wind in the 
branches and the outer eye may see 
the landscape, but if the mind be filled 
with care or money-making, or worldly 
ambition, Nature will sing her songs 
in vain. " If thou fill thy mind with 
Boston and New York," says Emerson, 
"with fashion and covetousncss, and 
wilt stimulate thy jaded brain with 
wine and French coffee, thou shalt find 
no radiance of wisdom in the lonely 
waste of the pine woods." Only the 
pure in heart and the simple in tastes 
are admitted to the secrets of Nature. 
But, to such, every bit of wood, every 
stretch of prairie, every wooded hill, 
even a waste of scrubby plain, has its 
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pleasant secrets to tell. No coldness of 
the winter's day nor dreariness of fog 
or rain can still for him the voice with 
which Nature speaks. 
R. F. J„ '79. 
Oak Park, 111., April 27th. 
PERSONAL. 
'67.—A. H. Heath, D.D., lias 
resigned his pastorate of the Plymouth 
Church, St. Paul, to accept a call to 
the Congregational Church, St. Johns- 
bury, Vt. 
'67.—Rev. II. F. Wood, of Path, 
recently gave an illustrated lecture 
upon Italy at the Pine Street Free 
Baptist Church in Lewistoo. 
'68.—Prof. Chase gave a very inter- 
esting lecture on "Hamlet" at Professor 
Anthony's house, before the Senior 
Class of the Theological School. 
'71.—A. N. Marston, M.D., is en- 
gaged in his profession at Belle Vernon, 
P. Q. 
'72.—G. P. Putnam's Sons, New 
York, have just published a volume of 
poems, " Balder the Poet and Other 
Verses," by George Herbert Stock- 
bridge. 
'73.—N. VV. Harris, Esq., is coun- 
selor for the college in a suit against 
the Farmington Water Co. 
'74.—Rev. C. S.Frost, pastor of the 
Essex Street Church, Bangor, is having 
large additions to his church. 
'74.—Rev. A. J. Eastman of Fran- 
couia, N. II., has accepted a call to 
Littleton, N. H. 
'74.—Hon. F. L. Noble, of Lewis- 
ton, gave a Memorial Day oration at 
Greene. 
'7o.—Hon. A.M. Spear, of Gardiner, 
gave the Memorial Day oration at that 
place. 
'76.—T. H. Stacy will give a memo- 
rial address of Prof. Rich and will 
at the same time present a picture of 
Prof. Rich given by the alumni. 
'76.—Mr. R. J. Everett, chairman 
of the Poland School Committee, has 
arranged a series of meetings with his 
teachers and other members of the 
board, in order to discuss the leading 
educational questions of the day, and 
for mutual improvement. 
'78.—Rev. F. D.George, pastor of 
the Free Baptist Church in Gardiner, 
will dedicate his new church edifice on 
June 13th. 
'80.—At the Republican County Con- 
vention in Auburn, June 14th, W. H. 
Judkins, Esq., was nominated for 
County Attorney. 
'80.—Principal I. F. Frisbee has 
recently presented a thesis on Greek in 
Secondary Education before the Univer- 
sity of the City of New York, and has 
received from that institution the degree 
of Ph.D. On Friday evening, May 
25th, Prof. Frisbee gave before the 
" Latin School Union " a very interest- 
ing and instructive lecture upon the 
" Elements of Oratory." 
'81.—W. P. Foster has a poem in 
the June Century. 
'81.—Rev. B. S. Rideout, of Norway, 
gave the Memorial oration at Garland. 
'81.—Rev. E. G. Pitts is pastor of the 
Congregational church, Everett, Mass. 
'8o.—Rev. E. B. Stiles will deliver 
the anniversary sermon Commencement 
week before the Cobb Divinity School. 
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'85.—W. 1). Fuller is pastor of the 
Morgan Park Baptist Church, Chicago. 
'85.—At the annual meeting of the 
Medical Association in Portland, June 
13th, W. B. Small, M.D., was elected 
to membership, and read a paper. 
'86.—C. E. Stevens has resigned his 
position as Superintendent of Schools, 
West Springfield, Mass.. to take the 
Superintendence? at Stoneham. 
'80.—Prof, and Mrs. J. N.Goff, of 
Madison, South Dakota, have a son, 
born June 5th, Charles Sheldon. 
'87.—E. C. Hayes gave an admirable 
address at the Bowdoin conference, 
held at Gardiner. 
'87.—U. G. Wheeler has been elected 
Superintendent of Schools for West 
Springfield, Mass. 
'87.—F. Whitney has accepted the 
Superintendence of Schools for Gran- 
ville, Mass. 
'87.—Rev. and Mrs. Israel Jordan 
of Bethel  have a son, born  May 28th. 
'87.—F. Whitney, who has been 
principal of Greeley Institute at Cum- 
berland Center for seven years, suc- 
ceeds U. G. Wheeler as superintendent 
of schools for the towns of Agawam. 
South wick, and Cumberland, Mass. 
'8'.).—Isaac N. Cox, advertising man- 
ager of the Lewiston Journal, has 
resigned his position on the Journal to 
accept a similar position on the Mirror 
and Farmer at Manchester, N. H. Mr. 
Cox has been engaged by the Mirror 
for four years at $:>00 per month. He 
has been five years on the Leiviston 
Journal. 
'90.—Rev. F. B. Nelson delivered 
the alumni oration at Lyndon Institute, 
Lyndon Centre, Vt., June 20th. 
'!)0.—E. W. Morrell has been elected 
for another year at the Methodist Sem- 
inary, Vt. 
'91.—W. B. Cutts expects to sail 
from New York June 20th, for a sum- 
mer vacation in Europe. 
'91.—F. L. Pugsley, now spending a 
part of his vacation in Lewiston, con- 
templates a three months' visit in 
Europe. 
'91.—F. S. Libbey, principal of the 
High School at Camden, delivered the 
Memorial Day oration at that place. 
'92.—C. N. Blanchard is a student 
in the law ofiice of Judge Holman in 
Farmington. 
'92.—W. B. Skelton, Esq., was mar- 
ried May 21st to Miss F. L. Larrabee, 
of Auburn, by Rev. L. J. Thomas. 
'98.—A. P. Irving, recently principal 
of the High School at North Anson, 
delivered the Memorial address at that 
place. 
'98.—It is said that Prof. E. W. 
Small, '98, Bates, and recently princi- 
pal of Monmouth Academy, has been 
offered the position of sub-master of 
theNewburyport (Mass.), High School, 
at a salary of $1,500 a year. 
An expedition for college men to 
Greenland and the Arctic regions this 
summer is being formed at Yale. 
The University of Michigan sends 
out a class of 7.*U this year, the largest 
ever graduated from an American 
college. 
Oxford defeated Cambridge in the 
annual boat race. This is the twenty- 
eighth contest won by Oxford since 
1843.    Cambridge has won twenty-two. 
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CHARMING romance of Virginia 
is " The Wonder-Witch," in the 
June LippincotVs. The title refers to 
a ring, which had a strange story of its 
own, and the supposed power of keep- 
ing its wearer constant to its giver. 
"The Rumpety Case," by Anna Fuller, 
tells how justice was done upon a 
domestic tyrant by the joint action of 
Providence and an honest farmer, after 
the forms of law had failed to reach the 
case. The rest of the fiction includes 
the last chapters of " The Trespasser," 
and "Two in the 'Other Half,'" by E. 
Ogden Hays. J. Macdonald Oxley 
writes of "The Northwest Passage to 
the Orient." Dora E. W. Spratt, 
under the heading "Sea Island Cotton 
liespun," tells how those islands, with 
their simple population, passed under 
northern care in war times. R. II. 
Stoddard supplies in "My First Liter- 
ary Acquaintances " one of those pleas- 
ant sein{•biographical   sketches. 
As befits the season, the Jane Atlantic 
has a restless air about it. A record 
of a summer spent in the Seillies by 
Dr. J. W. White, the eminent Phila- 
delphia physician, is followed by a ship- 
wreck-suggesting poem. "The Grave- 
digger," by Bliss Carman. Mr. Stod- 
dard Dewey writes of "The End of 
Tortoni's," the famous Parisian cafe, 
closed a year ago. Mrs. Cavazza gives a 
bright account of the Marionette Thea- 
tre in Sicily. Professor Manatt com- 
pletes his excursion " Behind Hymet- 
tus,'' while Mr. Frank Holies continues 
his wanderings in the Provinces. The 
fiction, besides Mrs. Deland's notable 
novel, is contained in one of Mrs. Wig- 
gin's graphic stories, "The Nooning 
Tree." A group of Carlyle's letters 
not before printed, and reports of his 
conversation, are given by his friend 
Sir Edward Strachey. A Western 
writer sounds the note of alarm in a 
paper on "American Railways and 
American Cities," and another West- 
ern professor treats of "The Scope of 
the  Normal  School." 
Mark Twain's most entertaining story 
of *' Pudd'nhead Wilson" is finished 
in the Century for this month. The 
second part and conclusion of " A Loan 
of Half-Orphans," by Thomas A. Jan- 
vier, is exceedingly amusing. The reader 
sympathizes with the young man and 
his wife left in charge of eight half- 
orphans and sixteen friendless cats. 
In this number appears the first part 
of " A Cumberland Vendetta," a tale 
of the Kentucky Mountains, by John 
Fox, Jr. "The Magic Egg," by Frank 
R. Stockton,and"The Loosened Cord," 
by Alexander W, Drake, complete the 
fiction. Here is au account of " Edi- 
son's Invention of the Kineto Phono- 
graph," by Antonia and W. K. L. 
Dickson with an introduction by Edison 
himself. .John Burroughs, in Field 
Notes, gives us the benefit of his great 
knowledge and study of nature. The 
two American students make an ascent 
of Mt. Ararat in " Across Asia on 
a   Bicycle."     Will   II.   Low  gives   a 
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sketch of the life of the young French William T. Harris ; the second part of 
artist, Maurice  Boutet DeMonvel, ac- "The Critic at Sea" ; "TheFriendship 
companied by many  of  his   pictures. of Shakespeare with Mr. 'W. H.' and 
Low-says of him, "In the truest sense the Dark Lady," by Prof Leverett W. 
he is an impressionist." Spring, and "Voice Culture in Schools," 
Education  for June contains "The by Dr. Z. Richards. 
Curriculum for Secondary Schools," hy 
IntsraoIlGQiat^. 
The largest scholarship given hy an 
American college is Princeton. It is 
given triennially for excellence in Greek 
and Latin, and amounts to $l,f>00. 
At the University of Indiana class 
distinctions have been abolished, and 
hereafter a student will lie known by 
the number of credits, thirty-six of 
which will entitle him to a diploma. 
More than four thousand American 
college men are now preparing for the 
ministry. 
The American University at Wash- 
ington has received $102,000 to endow 
the chair of history. 
Of the three thousand students 
enrolled at the University of Berlin, 
eight hundred are Americans. 
The Italian government has ordered 
English to he added to the list of 
studies of the colleges of that country. 
Latest law in physics: The deport- 
ment of a pupil varies directly as the 
distance from the professor's desk. 
President Andrews, of Brown, has 
declined the offer of chancellor of 
Chicago University and head professor 
of philosophy with a salary of Si0,000 
and six months' leave of absence, and 
intends to remain at Brown. 
Out of the 122,528 students attend- 
ing colleges in this country, 77,000 
belong to Greek-letter fraternities. 
The Junior hop of the University of 
Michigan was conducted at a cost of 
$1,400, which was covered by the sale 
of tickets at &G each. 
The American School of Athens, 
working on the site of Argos, has laid 
bare a large marble building, which is 
supposed to be the gymnasium, and 
have uncovered many very early tombs 
like those which Schliemann found at 
Myccmi'. 
The intercollegiate Y. M. C. A., 
started at Princeton sixteen years ago, 
has now a membership of 30,000 from 
450 American and Canadian colleges, 
and also has its agents promoting the 
work among the colleges of Europe and 
Asia. 
Philadelphia will soon have a Hebrew 
college. The college is to lie estab- 
lished next fall with the income of a 
fund left by Hyman Gratz nearly forty 
years ago. The new college will not 
teach Hebrew theology nor establish a 
regular collegiate course, the idea being 
to confine the lectures principally to 
Jewish history and literature. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
S. P. ROBIE, 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS' 
AND 
CAPS AND GOWNS 
Add symmetry and grace to a speak- 
•    er's   figure.        They   are   generally 
0    adopted by collegians  and  are fur- 
nished by 
G.   W.   SIMMONS   &   CO., 
Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 
ATHLETIC   OUTFITS, 
116 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,    MAINE, 
RESPECTFULLY 
SOLICITS 
TOUR 
PATRONAGE. 
, 
FOR * 
Chapped Hands, Face, and Lips,  :   :   : 
ROUGH    AND    HARD    SKIN, 
:   :   :    Sunburn, Chafing, Chilblains, 
BURNS, SCALDS, DRESSING BLISTERS, 
Irritations, Scaly Eruptions,  :   :   :   : 
INFLAMED   AND   IRRITATED    PILES, 
:   :     Salt-rheum, Eczema, ■ i       i ■ i       i M 
And all unpleasant conditions of the skin, of like character, restoring its 
C FKKSHNKSS  AND   PUHITY.       » 
PFNTI FMFN   flFTFR  NrJflVINP Wi" fl"(1 " " Vir'V *twU'ful lot'on t0 al,l'.v Irritation, protect the face from the 
tVeather, and prevent chaps, soreness, and infection. 
FflR  SlINRIIRN  " I"IS "" C(lUil1' iu"' relieves ,lie inflammation and soreness AT 0NOJ9, and prevents the skin from 
FflR   RflllPH   flQ   UADI1   01/1M   ^  softens,  cleanses,  purifies, and  renews the  healthy  action.     Contains 
lUn   nUUUn   Ull   flHnU   OIVIH   0J1, ^recsc, or chemicals, and will not color, stain, or soil the tinest fabric,   a 
no 
nd 
CANNOT  IN.IURK  TUN   MOST  DKLICATK  Oli SKNSITIVK  SKIN. 
Price, 50c; by Mail, 60c. J   A,   S,   HINDS,   P° 
ORTLAND,   J Sample by mail, free to any address 
7\TI by mentioning " Bates Student." 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
BLUE   STORE, 
©ewisfe©n's  ^@P§esl • ©letshing • ^©use. 
Young Men's Nobby Clothing n Specialty. We Curry the Largest Stock. 
We Name the Lowest Prices. 
BLUE   STORE,     -   -   -   Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers. 
DOYLE   BROS.' 
Lewiston 5-Cent Store 
32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
BASE-BALLS, 
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE, 
Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale and Retail. 
J. DOYLE. P. M. DOYLE. 
ATTWOOD & BARROWS, 
Headquarters for 
Geite' f urafehi&g Good* 
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, 
HATS,    CAPS,     AND     UMBRELLAS, 
Uuder   Auburn   Hall, 
AUBURN,      .    .    .    MAINE. 
F.   E.   TAINTER, 
DEALEIt IN 
PIANOS,  ORGANS, 
And Everything in Musical Merchandise. 
42 Lisbon Street,     -     LEWISTON, ME. 
BATES COLLEGE BAND. 
Music, furnished for parties of 
all kinds. 
MRS. C. A. NEAL'S 
BOOK-BINDERY, 
JOURNAL BLOCK, 
LEWISTON,  ....   MAINE. 
Magazines, Music,etc., Bound in a Neat 
and Durable Manner. 
Ruling and Blank Book Work of Every Description 
Done to Order. 
The Columbia 
Standard Bicycle c/ 
of the World, 
ARTHUR L. SAMl'SOX, 
Asst. Director. 
WARKKN M. DUTTOX, 
Director. 
graceful, light, and strong, this product 
of the oldest bicycle establishment in 
America still retains its place at the 
head. Always well up to the times cr 
a little in advance, its well-deserved and 
ever increasing popularity is a source of 
pride and gratification to its makers. 
To ride a bicycle and not to ride r 
Columbia is to fall short of the fullest 
enjoyment of a noble sport. 
Pope Mfg. Co., 
Boston, New York, 
Chicago, Hartford. 
A beautiful illustrated catalogue free 
at any Columbia agency, or mailed for 
two two-cent stamps. 
B USINESS   DIRECTOR Y. 
k 
W.    A.    ROBINSON   &   CO., 
DRUGGISTS, 
Onr Specialty. Physicians' Prescriptions. A Large 
Stock of TRUSSF.s.   Prices Low and Satis- 
faction Guaranteed. 
We Serve Ice Cream, Sherbets,   Fresh Cake, 
Lemonade,  Fancy Crackers, Sandwiches, 
Coffee, Salted Peanuts, Salted Almonds, 
olives, Pickles, Oysters, and Salads. 
J.   M.   STEVENS, 
Fruit  and  Confectionery, 
01 Court .St., AUBURN,  ME. 
E.    F.   GOSS, A.   B.   HALL, 
CONFECTIONERY AND CATERER, Jeweler, 
Court Street, AUBURN,  ME. 55 Court St., AUBURN, ME. 
■>&it 
**■&&,! 
•' ->ta&h 
G.   B.   WHITMAN'S 
CONSERVATORY MUSIC STORE, 
149 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
The famous BBHR BROS. & CO.'B Pianos. Special 
styles and prices of this Instrument for Colleges and 
Societies. Musical Goods of all kinds for Teachers 
ami Students. 
is 9«s55tf- •- 
:<^ 
S.   L.   YOUNG, 
BOOTS, SHOES, AND  RUBBERS, 
Opposite Kim House, 
Court Street, AUBURN,   ME. 
A.   B.    CUSHMAN, 
Clothing and Gents' Furnishings, 
56  Court   Street, 
AUBURN,    ME. 
essssssssssssssssssssssssssa 
 ■ ■ ■ Ln 
Hotel Atwood, 
Lower Main Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
MOST CENTRALLY LOCATED HOTEL IN THE CITT. 
GEORGE H. RICKER, Proprietor. 
Electric lights, Electric Hells, Steam Heated. 
Cuisine and Service First-Class.   Hates, $'2 a day. 
K n 
n 
$ 
JOHN   H. WHITNEY, 
(Opposite J. Y. Sc.ruton ft Son,) 
REGISTERED  APOTHECARY, 
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
Physicians' ^Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
J. H.   STETSON & CO., 
DBALERfl is 
STOVES  AND  FURNACES, 
Kitchen Furnishing Goods, 
Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware. 
Tin Rooting and Slating. 
65 Lisbon Street,     -     LEWISTON,   ME. 
M AINE BENEFIT Association, 
►J.- AUBURN,   MAINE. 
QKO. c WING, President. 
N. W. HARRIS, Treasurer. 
M. F. RICHER, Manager. 
BUSINESS  DIRECTORY. 
YOUR 
WOULD be greatly nicl- 
eil by the use of a 
good typewriter, if you are 
interested in this question, 
write for in formation about 
COLLECE      HAMMOND, 
WORK 
Anil we will explain fully 
how its extreme simplicity 
anil ils speed and ease in 
operation, adapt, it for one 
who wishes to become an 
expert quickly, as does the 
busy student or professional 
man.   The 
"Anvil M Shuttle" 
I I ■!   \ I      Kl.l ItOAKI). 
Is just out.   .Send for list of type, etc. 
MACII1XKS   SKXT   ON   TRIAL   AXI)   RENTAL. 
The Hammond Typewriter Co. 
300 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS. 
X.   E.  RAXK1X,  AiiKST,     -   -   -    1 111 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,     WE. 
BATES STREET SHIRT CO.'S 
LAUNDRY, 
COLLEGE   BLOCK. 
Having recently refitted our Laundry with the 
latest improved machinery, we lake pleasure in 
announcing that we are fully prepared to do all 
kinds of Laundry Work at Short Notice and in the 
best manner. 
Bed and Table Linen at Leu Cost Than Can 
Be Dune at Home.    Laee Curtains 
a Specialty. 
A postal card will bring our team to your door. 
\v .e FisK Teams' llpcies 
EVERETT 0. FISK & CO., Proprietors. 
PRESIDENT. 
EVKHKTT 0. FISK, 4 Asliburton Place,     .    .    Boston, Mass. 
W. H 
I,. II. 
A. (I. 
MART 
II. B. 
W. 0 
II. F. 
I. C. 
C. 0. 
W. 0 
. HBBBIOK, 
ANDKKWS, 
FlSIIBB,   . 
IIA   IlllAli, 
CROCK KK, 
. PRATT, 
CLARK, 
HICKS,   • 
HOY N TON
-
, 
MCTAGOART, 
MANAGERS. 
4 Asliburton Place, Boston, Mass. 
4 Asliburton Place. Boston, Mass. 
371 Main Street, Hartford. Conn. 
4 Asliburton Place, Boston, Mass. 
70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
70 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y. 
. 108 Wabiish Ave., Chicago, 111. 
Room 8, 131 Third Street, Portland, Ore. 
. 120J4 So Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
32 Church Street, Toronto, Can. 
TELEPHONE XO. S8&-8. 
W.   BLANCHARD, 
Fine Illuminating Oils, Gasolene and Naphtha, Pratt's Astral Oil. 
Office, No. 7 Middle Street,    -   -   -   LEWISTON, ME. 
Five-Gallon Pump Cans Furnished Free to Customers.        Orders by Mail or Telephone Promptly Filled. 
PREBLE   HOUSE, Portland,  Me. J. C. WHITE, Prop'r. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
',* 
W.  A.   MAN EY, 
DEALER  IN -•- 
Gents' Fine Furnishings, 
120 Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,   -    -    MAINE. f* 
+ 
*     * *     * *     •*•     * 
SAMUEL  HIBBERT'S 
Meals at All Hours. 
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME. 
O.   A.   NORTON, 
Coal and Wood, 
LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
OFFZOXI,   SX   ASH   STmSErT. 
Yard on Line of M. C. It B< between Holland and 
Kim Streets.   Telephone No. 167-8. 
LADIES AND GENTS, TAKE NOTICE. 
FASHIONABLE 
PHENIX,  33 Ash Street. 
Flagg & Plummer, 
Successors to CURTIS & Ross, 
[flDlB PHDTOSRHPHERS 
We Make a Specialty of Class Pictures. 
And call your attention to the 
([unlity of work sent out from our 
Studio in tiie past, and it will be 
our endeavor to keep it to their 
standard of excellence, and to please 
our customers in every particular. 
We Guarantee 
SATISFACTION 
TO     ALL. 
Thanking our friends for the pat- 
ronage given us in the past, it shall 
he our aim to  merit   the same in 
the future  
We shall he pleased to receive 
correspondence from any school or 
college in regard to prices, etc., for 
class pictures  
FLAGG & PLUMMER, 
Over Banner Clothing House, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
O. H-EIVEOOTT, 
DEALER IN 
Stoves, Furnaces, Tin, Copper, and Nickel Ware, Iron and Lead Pipe. , 
Gas and Water Piping, Plumbing, Sheet Iron and Metal Working.   Also Jobs promptly attended 
to by First-Class Workmen anil Work Guaranteed. 
224    3s,£a,ixi   Street, - rjE^77"ISTQlT,     ME. 
BEKRCE,   WILSON   St   CO., 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
COAL AND WOOD 
Of all kinds and of the Best tirades at the LOWEST MARKET PRICKS.   All Coal Screened by Our New 
Process.   Prompt and Careful attention given to all orders.   OFFICES: 138 Main St., Lewiston;  Cor- 
ner Court and Washington Sts., A ubiirn.   TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.   Auburn Telephone 
Call, 160-4.   Lewiston Telephone Call, 93-4. 
OKOBOK  B.  BKARCK. C.  0.   WILSON. C.  L.  TURGEON. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
•  CHARLES  A. ABBOTT,   • 
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, ftc. 
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets, Lewiston, Maine. 
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.   Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded. 
LEWISTON   STEAM   DYE   HOUSE, 
141   Main   Street,   LEWISTON. 
Dyeing and Cleansing In all Its branches.   Lace Curtains Cleansed and Finished to look like new. 
Naphtha or Dry Cleansing a Specialty. 
JOSEPH   LEBLANC,   Proprietor. 
DENTIST. TIIK LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE 
p R w    i    nn^    H°ur' Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
|    CfCVJ     j\.     nOW2,     LJ.U.O., In the City, am he found with 
Osgood Block, LEWISTON. NEALEY   &    MILLER, 
OmOB   HOURS:   8 to 13 A.M., 1 to 8 P.M.,   and Cor' Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON. 
»#-Bottom Priest always guaranteed. evenings. 
HASKELL   &   JONES, 
MANUFACTURE ItKItS AND UF.TAII.F.KS OF 
Men's and Youths'  Medium $> Fine Clothing. 
The Fit, Style, and Workmanship are the best that line material and skilled labor can produce. We always 
show the newest and best things to be found In MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS. Fri.i. DRBSS SUITS 
TO LET. Full Dress and Party Goods a Specialty. Sole Agents tor Portland tor the Jaros Hygienic 
Underwear.   Our store Is on the line of Horse Cars from Grand Trunk and Onion stations, making it 
HASKELL & JONES. 470 Congress St., Monument Sq.( Portland, Me. 
easy of access for out of town customers. 
F OR NICE PURE CANDIES *:o:-   -*o* (1(1 TO 
A.   E.   HARLOW'S, 
Where a large stock and variety is always on hand. 
A.   E.   HARLOW, 58 Lisbon St. 
FRANK  KILGORE, 
First-Class Carriages 
FURNISHKD FOB 
WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES 
At any time.   All new, neat, and first-class, with 
careful and gentlemanly drivers. 
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE. 
HACK  OFFICES:    Gerrlsh'S Drug Store; Resi- 
dence, 1(17 College Street. 
CONNECTED BY  TELEPHONE. 
NEW T DINING* ROOMS, 
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston, 
D. F. LONG,   ....   PROPRIETOR. 
Meals at all hours.   The llest of Steaks, Oysters, and Ice- 
Cream.   OATEBHG KOK PAUTIKS A SPECIALTY.   The 
hest place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew. 
NEW   STYLES. 
MURPHY, 
THE 
HATTER 
AMI 
FURRIER. 
SIGN, GOLD  HAT, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
Fine   Tailoring. 
Wo shall show this season all the Novelties tor Spring and Summer Saltings, Overcoatings, and Trouser- 
ings, which we are prepared to make up in flrst-OlaSB order, ami at REASONABLE PRICKS for good work. 
Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods, 
23 "Lisbon   Street,   LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
/).   W.   WIGGIN &  CO., apothecaries.     : 
PHYSICIANS' PBK8CBIPTIONS OUIS SPECIALTY. 
213 Lisbon Street, Corner of Pine, LEWISTON,   ME. 
The N. L JORDAN Insurance A± 
Room 1, Goff Block,   AUBURN,   MAINE. 
N.   I.   JORDAN. O.  .1.  HACKBTT. 
CHANDLER   &  WINSHIP, 
Books, Stationery, etc., 
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
RICHARDSON,  FARR  & CO., 
Manufacturers of Harness, 
AND  DKAI.KRS   IN 
BOOTS, SHOES, AND  RUBBERS. 
Repairing Neatly and I'romptly Executed. 
Special Rates to Mudents. 
so Bates St., and 137 Main St., I.KWISTOA. 
RICEIAROS    &    MERRILL, 
Merchant Tailors, D«3EU Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc. 
We liave always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign anil Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and nov- 
elties, which we make to order, anil guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in .Maine. 
O" A full line of Fine Custom Ready.Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand.   Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small I'rofits. 
No.   1  Lyceum. Hall  Building,  Lewiston,  Maine. 
If foM  Ijant trig   Best Confectionery in the   City 
S.   A.   CUM MINGS,  The Confectioner, 
And you will get It.    Prices 10c, 15c., 20c, 30c.., 40c, and 50c.    Also, COLD   AND   HOT   SODA with 
Pure Fruit Syrups. 
Store and Manufactory, 223 Main Street, LEWISTON,   ME. 
S.       A..      OTTMMXiTVGrS. 
IOSEPH r\ LLOTT'S 
r STEEIYPENS.  ( 
£J THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404.332,351,170, 
/ AND HIS OTHER STYLES 
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY. 
When 
The   time   comes   for rest   from  college 
duties, and you wish to pass  
YOUR  VACATION 
amid pleasant and recuperative surround- 
ings  
Remember 
That there is Invigorating air and inspiring 
scenery among the White Mountains; that 
there .ire savory, salt sea breezes ever blow- 
ing on the Maine Coast; that there are 
hundreds of places to " go a fishing " or bag 
a duck in the Pine Tree state.   And that the 
ine Central Rai 
Leads to or toward them all, and its Genera 1 
Passenger Department will be pleased to 
tell you what it will cost for transportation 
and board, and glvo you all the Information 
in its power  
Consult dally newspapers for general time- 
table. PAYSON TUCKER, 
V.  K.   BOOTS BY, Vice-Prest. and Gen. Man. 
Gen. Pus, Agt., Portland, Me. 
MERRILL & WEBBER, 
oak 4 job Printers 
88 Main Street, AUBURN, 
Opposite   Mechanics Savings Bank  Building. 
BUY      YOUR 
Books, Stationery, and Periodicals 
 AT  
FERNALD'S   BOOKSTORE, 
UNDER MUSIC HALL,    .   .   .   LEWI8TON, ME. 
NEW   ENGLAND 
BUREAU OF EDUCATION, 
3 Somerset Street (Room 5), 
BOSTON, MASS. 
This Bureau is the oldest in New England, and 
has gained a national reputation. We receive calls 
for teachers of every grade, and from every State 
and Territory and from abroad. During the admin 
istration of iis present Manager, lie lias secured to 
its members, in salaries, an aggregate of 61,600,000, 
yet calls for teachers have never been so numerous 
as daring the current year  
THIS  BUREAU secures many posi- 
•'/x\      tions for well-qualified  teachers, in 
v^f*     every department of instruction, who 
have had little or no experience, and 
it makes a specialty of promoting am- 
bitions and successful teachers already 
at work, or qualified to do good work, 
to better positions with larger salaries. 
Teachers Becking positions or promotion should 
register at once.    No charge to school officers for 
services rendered.    Forms and circulars free. 
Address or call upon 
HIRAM ORCUTT, Manager. 
9ATEN7* 
mcAVtAI5,mAUtMARKs3w 
V   COPYRIGHTS.^ 
CART  I  OBTAIN   A   PATENT?    For a 
RE'l'.'LP'. answer and an honest opinion, write to 
It i«fl Arc O.. who have had nearly fifty vears' 
experience in the natent business. Communica- 
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In- 
lonnation concerning Patents and how to Ob- 
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan- 
ical and scientific honks sent free. 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice in the Scientific American, and 
thus are brought widely before the public with- 
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper, 
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has bvfar the 
SB?* 2Em,et,on of any scientific work in the w n ";...*■* ,a ?ear-   Sample copies sent free. 
BUU<Una fixation, monthly, *i.50a vear. Single 
copies, 23 cents. Kvery number contains beau- 
tiiiu plates, in colors, and photographs of new 
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the 
latest, designs and secure contracts.   Address 
MUNN & Co., NEW YOUK, 301 BROADWAY. 
WHITE & LEAVITT, 
Dentists, 
No. I Lyceum  Block, Lisbon  Street, 
LBWISTON,  ME. 
B. II. WHITE, D.P.S. F. L. LKAVITT, D.D.S. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
i> 
Union • /Autusvl • £ife • Inajp&ne* • Company, 
PORTLAND,   MAINE. 
J. FRANK LANO, Secretary. 
INCOKI'OHATKI)   1848. 
FHBD K. RICHARDS, President. 
AHTIUJK L. BATEBi Viee-President. 
IKA h CLARK a GO. 0^ price,    sPOt caSh( 
^^^ Clothiers and Furnishers ^^^ 
482   Congress   St.,  PORTLAND,   ME. 
B. LITCHFIELD & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Groceries and Provisions, 
249 Main  Street, Lewiston. 
£ & M. S. Millett, 
Millinery and Fancy Goods, 
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
If you want (food 
TEA, COFFEE, 
FLOXJH., 
Or anything else usually 
kept in B first-class GroC. 
cry Store, or if you Intend 
to visit any part of the 
worlil(es|>ccially Bnrope), 
or are lending for friends, 
or sending money to 
friends, IK1 sure anil call on 
JOHN GAKNER, 
Grocer and Provision 
Dealer, PlMMfiHgT and 
Exchange Agent, 
Park   Street.   213,    -     LEV7ISTCU. 
AMES   &   MERRILL, 
DEALKHS  IN 
Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices, 
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Game, and Poultry, 
Flour and Molasses. 
187 Main Street,     -    LEWISTON,   ME. 
EC.   ANDREWS  & CO., 
• Manufacturers of and Retailers in 
FINE    GRADES   OF 
STIFF, FLEXIBLE, AND SILK HATS. 
Hats Made to Order Without Extra Cost. 
72 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
.MPORTANT,  THE LAKESIDE PRESS, 
117 & 119 Middle St., Portland, Me. 
ENCRAVERS. 
We have every facility for the prompt execution of 
photo-engraving, both line and half-tone, from photos, 
drawings, or from original designs, by our own artists 
PRINTERS. 
We make a specialty of the finest of Book and Job 
Printing. With the most improved machinery and the 
latest types, our work is the best. 
LITHOCRAPHERS 
The addition of a complete equipment enables us to 
compete with the world for commercial work, including 
letter and bill-heads, checks, etc. Send for samples. 
Colored labels in any style, or number of colors, made 
to order.    Sketches in colors submitted for approval. 
BOOK-BINDERS. 
Our bindery is filled with facilities for the manufact- 
ure of blank books. Special ruling and printing, done 
to order in our own building, receives careful attention. 
Perforating, numbering and binding of checks, stock 
certificates, and blanks done to order promptly. Maga- 
zines, library books, etc., rebound in any style, at 
reasonable rates. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue, show- 
ing specimens of engraving and printing; 
mailed, postage paid, upon application. 
W. H. SCOTT, PRE»., L. A. GOUDY, TREAS., 
NOVELLO  CRAFTS,MANAGER. 
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/Aaouf&cturcrs of 
n&if-Tone Cuts. 
-  ■ reproductions of 
jf ©liege Sketches, 
|llu&tratior)sfor 
@IIegeJournAl^aSiB0ok3 
-... ReproduetioQSoJ'Per);vD<i|nk      ? 
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(pld§8 Pictures 
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printed, to biod io (olle^e book^^ourijals. 
(all (ards-Meou (SrdsDaoeeOrders 
--Artistic prc^rajT)rr)es. 
Irritations, 
(orre^pondenee^olieited • 
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BATES COLLEGE. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
» 
REV. OBEN B. CHENEY, D.D., 
President. 
REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D., 
Prof, of Ecclesiastical History anil Pastoral Theology. 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M., 
Professor of Greek anil Latin Languages. 
REV. BENJAMIN P.  BATES, D.D., 
Professor of Psychology anil Exegetical Theology. 
TnOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Moilern Languages. 
REV.  JAMES ALBERT HOWE, I).])., 
Professor of Systematic Theology anil Hotnlletlct. 
GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric anil Knglish Literature. 
THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.. 
Professor of Hebrew. 
JOHN   II. RAND?A.M., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
REV. ALFRED   W.   ANTHONY,   A.M., 
Fullontoii Professor of New Testament Greek. 
LYMAN   G.   JORDAN, A.M., 
Professor of Chemistry ami Biology. 
WILLIAM   H.   HARTSHORN, A.M., 
Professor in Physics and Geology. 
GEORGE   \V.   HAMLEN,  A.B., 
Instructor in Greek. 
PORTER  H. DALE, 
Instructor in Elocution. 
OLASSIGAL  DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: — 
LATIN: In lllne books Of Virgil's .Kncid; the Catiline of BallUSt; six orations Of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's 
Latin Composition; Latin Grammar (Darkness or Allen ,\ Greenoiigh). (iltEKK : In three books of Xonophon's Anabasis; 
two books of Homer's Iliad; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Composition j Goodwin's or Ihnile.v's Greek Grammar. 
MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. KNGLISH : 
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Comp sition, and one of the ollowing Knglish Classics: Shakes(mare's 
King John and Twelfth Night ; >V- rilsworth's Excursion (first book); living's Braoebr.dge Hall; Hawthorne's Twice Told 
Tales (second volume). 
All canilidates foradvanced standing will lie examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
Certificates'of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other colleges. 
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednes- 
day preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first ilay of the Kail Term. 
The examinations fcr admission to College will be both written and oral. 
Hereafter no special students will he admitted to any of the College classes 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses for hoard, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of 
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL. 
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situ- 
ated alMmt a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a social Faculty appointed by the College 
corporation. ... .  . 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are memlwrs resjiectively, or 
by some ordained minister. , .... 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astrouomy, Algebra, 
and in the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free. 
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday JONS 28,1894. 
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A. G.  FASSETT, 
Photographer and Portrait Artist, 
Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
My Apparatus, Accessories anil Light are the Best 
in the City. 
First-Class Work Guaranteed 
Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, Pastel, Water 
Colors, and Bromide Enlargements. 
Go to E. M. HEATH'S Music Store 
For Everything in the Music Line. 
Largest  Stock  in the State  to Select  From. 
Special Discount to Colleges and Schools. 
171 Lisbon Street,   -    LEWISTON,   ME. 
J^ewiston Monumental Works, 
Wholesale Dealers and Workers of 
Granite, Marble, 
AND ALL KINDS OF FKKKKTONK, 
12 and 14 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. R. R. Benot, 
LEWISTON,   ME. 
Estimates furnished <>» application. 
J. P. MURPHY, Manager. 
Telephone No. --»:s-4. 
MARLINS 
Mado in all styles and sizes.  Lightest, 
I strongest, easiest working, safest, simplest, 
most accurate, most compact, and most 
I modern.    For sale by all dealers in arms. 
Catalogues mailed free by 
The Marlin Tire Arms Co., 
NEW HAVEN, CONN., IT. S. A. 
?* RIFLES 
I am constantly improving my stock of 
of all kinds 
FOR  LADIES   AND  GENTS. 
Call and Examine for Yourselves. 
C. 0. WORRELL, 
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON. 
SIGN BIG BLACK BOOT. 
E.  H. GERRISH, 
APOTHECARY, 
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME 
Prescriptions   promptly and accurately prepared. 
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet 
Articles, &c., at Seasonable Prices. 
R.c PINGREE & CO., 
136 Main St., LEWISTON, 
LUMBER YARD® PLANING MILL 
And all kinds of 
WOOD    WORKING 
INDIAN   CLUBS   TURNED   TO   ORDER. 
1TE"W    -T~~S.JS.   S^TCIESIE:. 
B. PECK DRY GOODS CO., 
Importers, Jobbers, and Dealers in 
Dry    and.   Faney   Goods, 
Garments, Millinery, etc., 
Sands Block, 186-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
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COTTRELL  &.  LEONARD, 
HAKBB8 OK 
CAPS AND GOWNS 
To THE AMKKKAN COLLEGES. 
ALBANY,  N.  Y. 
Illustrated Manual and Samples upon Application. 
CALL   ON «- 
A.   L.   GRANT 
nm mmmmm 
ICE-CREAM, FRUIT, AND SODA. 
Hot Chocolate and Coffee. 
ALTON   L.   GRANT, 
Confectioner and Caterer,, 
160 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
MAIN STREET LAUNDRY 
111 Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
This Laundry is opposite Botel Atwood.   All work 
done by band at shortest possible notice.   Satis- 
faction Guaranteed.    Goods called for 
and delivered. 
MRS. J. H. LANDERS. Prop'r. 
JORDAN-FROST LUMBER CO., 
Lumber, Coal, ^ Wood, 
Foot of Cross Canal, Lewiston. 
COAL OWIOBS at 181 Lisbon Street anil at Yard. 
ISAAC JaODDARD, 
Dentist, 
* z^=      -* 
3  1-2 Phoenix  Block, Auburn, 
1868. 1894. 
GEORGE A. CALLAHAN, 
ELECTRIC 
BOOK AND JOB PRINTER, 
21 Lisbon St., LEWISTON. 
FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING 
A BPBOIALTT. 
CHAS.   A.   BRIDGE, 
Successor to Bridge & Smith, 
No. 4 Court St., 
Pine*Job * PrinfeiQg 
College and Society Work. 
Gazette Building,   •    -   AUBURN, MAINE. 
W. ISTEWART, caterer Has Removed to Sam Hibbert's Stand on ASH   STREET. 
BUSINESS   DIRECTORY. 
LATIN   SCHOOL. 
. This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special ohject of 
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though 
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes 
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the Col- 
lege and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association 
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first 
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The 
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year. 
BOARD   OF INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY   F.   FRISBEE, A.M., PimrciPAl Latin and Greek. 
ARRA   J.  MARSH Ancient History and Mathematics. 
JOHN   BENJAMIN   HOAG Rhetoric and Elocution. 
HOWARD   MATHEYVS  COOK Latin. 
A.   W.   SMALL . Mathematics and Latin. 
HERMAN   NKLS(>N   KNOX Mathematics. 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. j   R  FRISBEE   Principal. 
LYNDON INSTITUTE, * 
LYNDON   CENTRE, VT. 
WALTER EUtiKNE RANGER, A M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE, 
PITTSFIELD,    ME. 
<>.  II.  DRAKE, A.M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
J^ew Hampton Literary Institution, (JREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, 
NEW   HAMPTON,   N. H. WATERBURY   CENTRE,   VT. 
! 
Ki:v. A. B. ME8ERVEY, A.M., PH.D., 
PRINCIPAL. 
CHAS. II. KI( IIAKDSON, A.H., 
PRINCIPAL. 
LEBANON ACADEMY, # 
ELIHU   HAYES, 
SECRETARY TRUSTEES. 
MINIATURE PHOTOS —Wrap cabinet 
photo and 25c. securely for one dozen beau- 
tiful copies; cabinet returned; cabinets copied size 
and equal original, $1.25. Reference, any bank In 
our city.    JOHN H. BRITTON CO., Trenton, N. J. 
AUSTIN ACADEMY # * 
STRAFFORD RIDGE, N. H. 
A. E. THOMAS, A.M., 
PRINCIPAL. 
F.   S.  WAKEFIELD, 
AGENT FOR WRIGHT S DITSON'S 
BASE-BALL, FOOT-BALL, TENNIS, 
And GENERAL ATHLETIC GOODS.   Call and 
See the Sears Special Racquet 
ROOM 23, P. H., BATES COLLEGE. 
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THE BRIDGE TEACHERS' AGENCY, 
BRIDGE &- SCOTT, Proprietors, 
BOSTON    AND   CHICAGO. 
ONE   FEE   REGISTERS   IN   BOTH   OFFICES. 
We have placed teachers in nearly every city and large town in New England. 
Outside of New England wo have supplied teachers to public or private schools 
in New York, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis, 
Cleveland, San Francisco, and several smaller cities  
We have received applications for teachers from school officers from every State 
and Territory in the country and from a few foreign countries. 
With two exceptions we have filled positions in every State and  Territory in 
the United States  
In the Southern, Western,  and Middle States  we have filled  several college 
positions  
AGENCY   MANUAL   FREE   TO   ANY  ADDRESS. 
Offices:   110 Tremont St., BOSTON. 211 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. 
DR.   EMERY   BAILEY, 
DENTIST, 
No. 20 LISBON ST.,    - LEWISTON. 
Gas administered to extract Teeth. 
F. I. Day, 
Ft7te Boots and Shoes, 
JOURNAL   BLOCK. 
WALKER BROTHERS, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters 
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge. 
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me. 
RAYMOND  &.  GUPTILL, 
Wholesale and Retail 
STHTION ERS. 
WEDDING CARDS, 
PROGRAMMES, ETC. 
57 Lisbon Street,    LEWISTON, ME. 
KODAKS 
$6.oo and $10.00 
Snap Shot, Flash Light 
and time exposure pic- 
tures can be taken by 
the merest novice with 
our A and B Kodaks. 
Illustrated manual, free 
with every Kodak, tells 
how to finish the pic- 
tures. 
PRICE, 
Loaded for 34 Exposures 
A For Pictures 
aJi x 3% to. 
B For Pictures 
3^x4 in.. 
Developing and 
Printing Outfit, $1.50 
- $6.00 
- $10.00 
EASTHAN KODAK CO. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Send for Catalogue. 
BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE, 
THE   LARGEST  AND   LEADING   CLOTHING   HOUSE   OF  MAINE. 
Advanced Styles in High-Grade Goods. 
TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS 
That Are Unequaled in Fit and General Excellence.    Introducers of Novelties and the Best 
of Everything Pertaining to Correct Dress.    The Latest Ideas and 
Standard Shapes in All Grades of 
HHRD + RND+ SO FT + H HTS. 
A Magnificent Array of Rich and  Elegant 
FURNISHINGS. 
PROMOTERS   AND   MAINTAINERS  OF   LOW   PRICES. 
BANNER   CLOTHING    HOUSE, 
(Successors to BlOKNBLL * XEAL), 
BABBITT BROS., The One-Price,  Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Owners and Managers, 
Nos. 134 to 140 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME. 
IGH ST. LAUNDRY 
• • 
DAVIS & MERRILL, Prop'rs. 
FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS. 
Teams will bo run to and from 
the College, collecting Tuesdays and 
delivering Fridays. 
Bundles may be left at the Book- 
store. 
CAN   YOU   AFFORD 
TO   III IV 
Furniture, Carpets, and Oraperies 
Without allowing us to quote our LOW   PRICE 
on the article wanted.   Write us or call. 
DAVIS    &    MERRILL,    BRADFORD,  CONANT & CO., 
Auburn,   Maine. 
199 & 201 Lisbon St., 
LET77IST01T,    ME. 
We have Wood, 
Very good, 
Ready for the trade; 
Coal as well 
Which we Sell. 
None but Standard Grade. 
On us call 
One and all 
When in want of fuel. 
Please your wife, 
All your life 
Sweet will be your gruel. 
J.K. 
cfc    OO. 
